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The problem of objectively evaluating subordinate
personnel, who by the natural laws of succession of command
responsibility must be destined to perpetuate the entity of a
military or business organization, has, for many years, been
a subject of a great deal of management and business
literature.
There is probably not a business or military
organization in the world, regardless of size, that does not
profess to have some type of appraisal system. The problems
of appraisal must be faced not only by the owners of small
businesses but with equal impact by the management of large
organizations. The questions or problems, then, are not the
necessity of the appraisal, but, as Marion Kellogg has stated:
the questions are:"it • . e
Appraisal for what purpose? On what basis
should the appraisal be made? What factors should
be taken into account? . . . When it involves
another person, should it be discussed with that
person?
. . . Under what circumstances? And, how
fully and frankly should it be discussed? These
are the issues to be argued. These are the
elements that make appraisal good or bad,
effective or ineffective. • •

• •••••••«•»••••*»•
Managers should have a good understanding of what
appraisal is, how accurate it can be, and what
they can realistically expect from the appraisals
they make •
^
It would seem apparent that the larger and more complex
the organization, the more difficult the appraisal problem
could become to top~level management. There is, however,
little doubt that, regardless of the size and complexity of
an organization, the problems involved in personnel appraisal
are some of the greatest difficulties encountered and almost
defy adequate solution.,
In attempting to arrive at a reasonable solution to
this problem, every military and business organization has
devised some type of appraisal system to evaluate the growth
potential and performance of its subordinates. It is the
success or failure of such a system that will largely determine
if an organizational entity is to be perpetuated or will
eventually fail.
The editors of the Harvard Business Review related to
the above i^hilosophy in making the following observations J
The most cuts tending accomplishment of Sloan
and his associates is the durability of their
achievement . . c . Sloan created at General
Motors a way of managing a business that
perpetuates itself and in no way depends on the
individual genius or virtuosity of any one man.
How this has been achieved is the real mystery
of GM. 2
1Mar ion S. Kellogg, jjhajt_To_pp„jkhg^
Appraisal ( Hew lork : Amer i e a n Management As s o eia tion , 1965),
pp. 14-15.
2Editers, "The Great GM Mystery," Harvard Business.
MlASE (September-October, 1964), 166.

2What the editors were saying was that "the real secret of
GM's success is not just the organizational and financial
techniques described by Sloan and many others, but its ways of
developing managerial talent. "*-
It would appear that the perpetuation of personnel who
have the competence, efficiency, talent, flexibility,
personality, and loyalty to handle positions involving ever-
increasing levels of responsibility would be the desire of
every rational organization. The following quotation from a
pamphlet written by Robert L. Katz adds further impetus to
this problem;
Recently, /X955.7, !»• 1* Colbert, President of
Chrysler Corporation, called the need for better
men in management the most critical need of our
times. Gwilyn A. Price, President of Westinghouse
Corporation, has said: "The problem of choosing and
training personnel so as to insure effective and
orderly succession to the top levels of management
is the most engrossing problem that faces corporate
management. . . . Every company is constantly
seeking ways to assess human abilities, and so to
eliminate the risks of accident and haphazard
choice in the selection of its leaders."
Fortune magazine reported: "If any one manage-
ment problem dominated executives' thinking in 1953,
it was the executive himself or, more accurately,
how to find the right kind of people to be
executives. . . . Over the long pull, . . . the
basic management problem that will probably get the
most sustained attention is that of executive
development." And a host of similar comments could
be added.
Clearly, the problem of finding and developing
good administrators (leaders, managers, or _




2Robert L. Katz, Executive Skills: What Makes A Good
Administrator (Amos Tuck School of" Business, 1954 ) , p« 2.

4Although written in 1953, the above observation is
still appropriate to present-day analysis of the appraisal
problem, if not more so, due to increased organization size
and complexities.
One of the most exciting phrases to appear in the
field of management within the past fifteen years has been
Peter JF. Drucker's "Management™by-Objectives" theory.
Corollaries to this theory have brought about similar concepts
such as Drucker's "Managing for Results," Odiorne"s
"Management by Objectives," and many other concepts similarly
oriented toward management by total objectives. The theory,
as modified and expounded in recent years, is exciting and
offers much promise in an era of increasing organizational
and human behavioral complexity. Appendix A to this paper
contains a close examination of the concept of "Management-
by-Objectives" and its possible application to the military.
This study was prepared jointly by this writer and five other
officers as a group project. It has been included in this
paper to provide the reader with a concise overview of this
relatively new development in the field of management. It will
further aid this writer in the presentation of the newest and,
without a doubt, the most modern approach to the appraisal
problem«~that of appraisal-by-results.
Statement of the Research Quejstion
Proceeding under the assumption that an appraisal
system of some type is needed if an organization is to survive

5as a successful business entity, the following primary research
question has been explored:
Dpes the Marine Corps officer personnel appraisal
system meet the needs of a mod ern Marine Corps?
As a result of the investigation and analysis of the
primary research question, six subsidiary questions were
developed and were subsequently examined. They were
:
1. What is the current philosophy on personnel
appraisal, particularly as directed toward the management
executive level in the larger business organizations?
2. Does the appraisal system provide the Marine Corps
with an effective managerial tool for aiding in the development
of company and field grade officers (Second Lieutenants-
Lieutenant Colonels)?
3. Does it provide the Marine Corps with an effective
vehicle for aiding promotion boards in selecting officers for
the next higher grade?
4. is the appraisal system an effective vehicle for
aiding the Marine Corps in personnel assignment?
5. How does the Marine Corps officer appraisal system
environment compare with modern business organizations?
Further, does a basis for comparison exist and, if so, where?
6. Can appralsal-by-results be' successfully
integrated into the Marine Corps appraisal system?
Scope of the Study
This writer did not dwell at any length on the
historical evolution of appraisal systems in the Marine Corps

6or business organisations since these areas have "been
adequately covered in past theses. Instead, a view was taken
of the appraisal system problem from a present, real-time
approach. In particular, an examination has been made of the
current philosophy of appraisal systems as expounded by some
of the experts in the fields of management, human behavior,
and personnel administration. Although it was not within the
scope of this paper to analyze the appraisal systems utilized
by industry, or other military services, the opinions and
conclusions of many experts in the field were reviewed in an
attempt to obtain a current business philosophy on the
appraisal problem. A detailed study was made of the appraisal
syste>ra presently utilized by the Marine Corps.
The purpose of this paper has been to analyze the
present Marine Corps appraisal system in order to determine if
it is satisfying the needs of the Marine Corps and if it is,
in fact, an effective, viable system of objective personnel
appraisal. This writer also had the goal of determining what
the objectives of the Marine Corps appraisal system were.
The utility of this thesis should lie in the broad,
but comprehensive, treatment of its scope. This paper will
provide the reader with an objective and comparative look at
the breadth of the appraisal question-»extendlng from
conventional methods to the latest appraisal philosophies.

7In addition, Chapter III, coupled with Appendix A, will provide
the reader with a basic look at the more important aspects of
the concept of management-by-objoctives. This comprehensive
study will provide the reader—whether civilian or military—
with a firm base from which to conduct additional research or
study in the area of performance appraisal.
Research Methods .Utilized and Methods of Analysis
The methodology utilized in the research for this
paper included, primarily, library research but was supple-
mented by personal Interviews with various experts in the
field, both civilian and military. Information utilized in
this thesis was obtained from primary and secondary sources.
As a general guide, this writer tried not to utilize sources
which would date past 1965 » However, some books and articles
utilized were of a later date because they are considered
classics in the field. The analysis of this thesis was
largely inductive, supplemented by some deductive reasoning e
Much of the deductive analysis utilized was based on this
writer's eleven years of experience in the Marine Corps,
primarily in direct command assignments. During this period,
this writer had been fortunate to have worked quite
extensively with the Marine Corps appraisal system at the
"working level .
"
Organization of the Study
In Chapter II, the evolution toward a new appraisal
philosophy will be traced briefly, including the needs for a

8new system and examining some purposes and weaknesses of the
conventional systems. The primary purpose of this chapter is
to provide the background for the study of new appraisal
philosophy*
In Chapter III, the opinions and theories of leading
authors concerning the subject of personnel appraisal will be
critically analyzed for the purpose of seeking conclusions
which will form a base for the development of the remaining
chapters o Primarily, this chapter will deal with appraisal--
by-results as this method, or variations thereof, is
considered by many to be one of the most modern and forward
thinking methods of personnel appraisal.
In Chapter IV, a detailed analysis was made of the
Marine Corps appraisal system in order to determine what
objectives the system is expected to accomplish and if it is
meeting the needs of a modern-day Marine Corps.
Chapter V contains an analysis of the possibility of
integrating appraisal-by-results into the Marine Corps
management system. This chapter is primarily concerned with
the analysis of a recent study conducted to determine the
feasibility of applying performance standards tech.niq.ues
(management-by-objectives) in senior Marine Corps billets.
Chapter VI contains the summary, conclusions, azid
recommendations drawn from the previous four chapters and
answers the primary and subsidiary questions.

CHAPTER II
THE EVOLUTION TOWARD A NEW APPRAISAL PHILOSOPHY
Although there have been many criticisms levied at the
popular conventional instruments of appraisal, there is little
doubt that their use has, in many cases, completely justified
their purpose., Conventional rating systems are many and
varied; McGonkey sees conventional measuring as usually taking
the form of performance appraisal, or merit rating, which he
terms as "personality" measuring. Such measurements normally
emphasize effort expended rather than output achieved."
This chapter is devoted to an exploration of some of
the attitudes and developments vrhlch have led industry, human
behaviorisms, and writers in the field of management, to
consider alternative methods of appraising subordinates rather
than the conventional methods previously and presently being
practiced. This chapter will explore the evolutionary process
which has led to a new appraisal philosophy and will also
examine the major purposes and weaknesses of conventional
Dale D. McConkey, "Judging Managerial Performance:
Single vs. Multiple Levels of Accountability," in Executive
Leadership ; The Art of Successfully Managing Re sources , ed
.
by Phillip Grub and Norma M. Loes*eVH[wayne7 Pennsylvania: MDI
Publications, 1969 ), 363.
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methods. The theories and observations discussed will be
reinforced by two recent studies conducted within the General
Electric. Company, to evaluate their conventional appraisal
system.
The Evolution of a
_
Jfew__Ap_pralgal Philosophy
Patton envisions a three-step evolution of appraisal
systems, beginning with early approaches of appraising
performance in terms of preconceived characteristics which
personnel being evaluated were expected to possess. These
early (and still frequently used) systems did not attempt to
appraise performance in terms of results obtained by the
evaluated, either from his decisions or direct influence.
Weaknesses of such a system were:
lo The inability of appraisal characteristics such as
leadership, initiative, dependability, judgment, to
effectively measure a man's performance. Usually, such
ratings reflect what is thought of a man rather than what he
does.
2. The lack of performance criteria that can be
related to job responsibilities. Concentration on personality
traits tends to ignore objective measurements of actual
performance such as can be developed from budgets and
accounting reports.
3. The highly subjective nature of such reports makes
it extremely difficult for superiors to feedback their

11
evaluation of the subordinate's performance to the individual
who has been evaluated.
The second step in the evolution was the mathematical
approach. This approach was an attempt by appraisers to
overcome the inherent weakness of the subjective, trait-
oriented systems. Procedures were developed to measure
performance in terms of individual goals or targets. In many
instances, bonus plans were developed from this system to
reward the individual who met his individual goals not only by
a high performance rating, but by a monetary compensation as
well. The mathematical approach thus attempted to eliminate
subjective judgment as a means of determlnign bonuses and
measuring performance in terms that are understandable to the
individual. Like the subjective approach, the mathematical
approach also has some serious shortcomings:
1. Once individual targets have been established,
there is a strong tendency for mathematics to take over the
basic responsibility of management to manage.
2. Individual goals set at the beginning of the year
must be consistent between divisions, or their functions, if
the mathematically derived payoff at the year's end is to be
fair. If such is not the case, then executives will be over-
paid or underpaid as a result of forces beyond their control.
1Arch Patton, "How to Appraise Executive Performance,"
S^OSidLSli^E^ii^JtoCiSS (January"February,. I960), 63.

3. Mathematically derived payoffs coming from pre-set
goals do not allow for adjustments in rewarding an individual
for difficulty of accomplishment
.
The third and final step in the evolution, as viewed
by Patton, is the planned performance approach, also called by
many other names: appraisal-by-results, programmed management,
and manageraent-by-objectives. This approach is basically a
combination of the better aspects of the first two systems,
and was "... aimed at providing a sound basis for judging
the relative performance of executives, expressed in terms of
their individual responsibilities. 1 The bulk of the third
chapter will be devoted to an analysis of this third stage of
appraisal evolution. For purposes of this paper, the term
"appraisal-by-results " will be utilized to describe this new
approach.
The controversy over whether or not a need exists for
a new appraisal system continues with many authors defending
the pros and many defending the cons of the issue. Consider,
for instance, this statement from Odiorne
:
Several summers ago, the author and his
colleagues were preparing materials for a film
strip on management development. The film was
designed to explain to a company how management
development worked and how it could help in the
conduct of company business. The third section
of the film was to be on the subject of management




techniques were incorporated in the film, we
invited a number of authorities on management
development to confer with us on the subject and
set us straight about what was right and wrong in
management appraisal. The result, of course, was
chaos
.
Nobody could agree with anybody else—and this
disagreement over philosophy and method in
appraising the performance of subordinates
continues without much let-up among other
spokesmen in the field. Douglas McGregor,
Philip Kelly, Harold Mayfield, and Virgil Rowland
are four of the principal protagonists. 1
Mayfield maintained that "... the conventional tools
of appraisal and of process interview are surprisingly
effective and free from difficulties when used with reasonable
judgment.
In fairness to the conventional system, it should be
pointed out that full support for any radical changes to the
conventional system has not been achieved, and it is likely
that the controversy will continue until either a new approach
has been overwhelmingly accepted or rejected.
As previously mentioned in this chapter, conventional
methods, tempered with rational judgment, effective feedback
methods, reasonable goals and expectations, and based on
across-the-board fair and clearly defined criteria, could
provide management with an effective system of appraisal.
However, in the attempt to obtain such a complete conventional
system, it has been found that management is merely knowingly
•^George S. Odiorne, Management by Objectives: A System
°Oi^ap;ejrj^aJl^.eadersJi^T) (New York: Pitman 'publishing
Corpora tion", '1965 )T P 7 ~17 2
,




Bus i ne sj_ R eyi ejf ( Mar ch, I960), 8.1.
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or unknowingly sliding toward Pat ton's evolutionary
mathematical and planned performance approaches. Although
this may be an oversrlmplification of the problem, it is
unlikely that any author can deny that there cannot exist in
any organization an administrative procedure that defies
change. The complexities of present-day industry, interwoven
with highly sophisticated systems of development and control,
have placed demands on management, almost beyond comprehension.
Coupled with these changes, we now have a society of people,
most of whom have passed through the third stage of Maslow's
"Needs Hierarchy"' and are now seeking autonomy and self-
actualization. These are not the same individuals who, ten
to twenty years ago, would allow themselves to be neatly
categorized by a scale of obtuse and unclearly defined
characterizations of what management expects of them. Future
management should now be prepared to cope with Intelligent,
knowledgeable, and demanding executives--executives who want to
know where they are going, what is expected of them, and how
they can adapt or reorient their methods of achieving the
goals or objectives expected of them.
Leavitt and Whisler foresee two possible outcomes of
appraisal systems in the 1980 ! s:
^Leonard R. Sayles and George Strauss, Human Behavior
in
.
__0rganiza tlons (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice -Hall,
Inc., 19o
r
6),~p. 18. According to the "needs hierarchy theory,"
"human needs can be ordered into an hierarchy with physical
needs being the lowest and more basic, followed, in ascending
order, by security, social, egoistic, and self-actualization
needs. In this hierarchy, a higher less basic need does not
provide motivation unless all lower more basic needs are




1. Appraisal of higher management performanc
will he handled through some devices little used
at present, such as evaluation by peers.
2, Appraisal of the new middle managers will
become much more precise than present rating
techniques made possible with the development of
new methods attacking specific values to input-
output parameters .
1
Although the need for a new system has not been
scientifically and conclusively agreed upon, there is a firmly
established need to continuously re-evaluate every system,
with the idea of possible improvements to bring it in line with
the present-day environment.
To carry this subject still further, there are some
experts who envision the increased usage of management
information systems in industry as opening new horizons in
appraisal systems development. One recent study, which lasted
some twelve years, and covered over 200 organizations,
identified the following benefits which were derived from the
increased implementation of computers in industry:
1. The computer has changed the measures managers
use to evaluate the performance of their subordinates. And,
although the ideal measure has not been changed, the actual
measure has
.
2. Development and use of information systems has
permitted industry to examine the problems in a given area
more closely and to evaluate the appraisal of managers
involved on the basis of up-to-date, reliable, and quantif iable
data.
•'-Harold J. Leavitt and Thomas L. Whisler, "Management




3. Management information system* have enabled
management to request more detailed back-up statistics on many
problems than was po-sslble before the advent of the computer.
This increased information makes it possible for managers to
apply pressure , organize activities, and up-date performance
criteria.
Based on the evidence novr coming in from management
information studies, it seems increasingly likely that
"computerized" industry will now be able to develop new
appraisal systems and Improve existing ones based on
quantifiable and objective data. Hew developments in
information systems could give more impetus in the evolution
toward a planned performance or appraisal-by-results era.
At least evidence strongly Indicates that future implementation
of planned performance systems would not only be more feasible
but practically desirable, in terms of ease of implementation
and monitoring.
The Purposes of Conventional
i
Appraisal Sys terns
Before proceeding with an examination of the system
of appraisal-by-results, it would seem appropriate to first
make a brief evaluation of some of the more popular purposes
of appraisal systems, which will be followed in the next
section by an evaluation of how well these purposes have been
accomplished by conventional appraisal methods.
Charles W. Hofer, "Emerging EDP Patterns," Harvard
Business Review (March-April, 1970), 29-30.
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It can be said that appraisal systems serve, or can be
developed to serve, three basic purposes in any organization,
whether military or business. They are: administrative,
informative, and motivational. Likewise, the rating scales
utilized to achieve the above purposes are concerned with
three kinds of concepts: personality, performance, and




Administrative purposes are numerous and include such
uses as promotion, reduction, transfers, salary administration,
and assignment to special training programs, to name a few of
the more popular applications.
Informational Purposes
Appraisal systems utilized for information purposes
provide a feedback system by which a subordinate can be
appraised of his performance. This feedback information can
come in the form of criticism or praise, and is usually
presented to the subordinate by means of an appraisal interview
It is hoped that information provided to the subordinate
reflecting shortcomings will provide him with a base from
which he can proceed to develop a program of self-improvement.
Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New
York: Mc&raw Hill Book Company, Inc., "l96*oXJ pp. 8~2~88°.
2Richard S. Barrett, Performance Rating; (Chicago, 111.:
Science Research Associates, Inc.~ "1966") t "p« 33,
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In addition to providing a feedback of information to
the subordinate, conventional appraisal systems also provide
information to the organization enabling it to evaluate the
performance of the subordinate relative to his peers. The
feedin of information to the organization ties in directly to
the administrative purposes discussed above.
Motivational Purposes
There are many writers who feel that once performance
information has been fed back to the subordinate it will
encourage or motivate him to improve any noted shortcomings.
If the individual is praised it is hoped that the "pat on the
back" would motivate or inspire him to still further improve-
ments, or boost his morale to such a degree that increased
efficiency would result.
Having examined the three purposes of conventional
appraisal systems, an analysis will now be made of how well
the conventional appraisal process has achieved the accomplish-
ment of its purposes. In this ana3.ysis, the opinions of several
noted authors will be objectively examined. It is hoped that
this examination will provide the reader with an objective
overview of some of the weaknesses or points of contention
which are presently embroiling the appraisal system controversy.
In order, some of the weaknesses of appraisals used for




Although conventional systems, especially those
involving the linear scale design, present a convenient,
uncomplicated, concise, and clear means of conducting an
administrative analysis in the above areas, they are not
without some recognized weaknesses. Some of the more common
weaknesses associated with conventional systems used for
administrative purposes are:
1. The problem of variation of the standards of
different evaluators has never been completely solved, even
with the increased usage of force-fed graphic rating systems.
Regardless of the amount of training, or variation of judgments
involved by an evaluator, the only changes apparent are in the
degree of subjectivity involved. It would seem apparent that
a true comparison of individuals would occur only when the
values or criteria applied would be equal for all individuals
being appraised. The problem of individual interpretation of
the various rated categories is one of the greatest
difficulties to be overcome in reducing the subjectiveness of
appraisal systems. "The answer given by an appraisal form to
the question: 'How has A done?' is as much a function of the
superior's psychological make-up as of the subordinate's
performance." There is little question that the majority of
evaluation programs fail to properly function and provide
useful information because of the evaluator 's lack of consistent




understanding of judgmental criteria and their lack of
Instruction on the application of such criteria . Unfortunately,
the use of. personality traits such as trustful, loyal, helpful,
friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, brave, clean,
etc., are still frequently used as the criteria for subordinate
appraisal. Barrett points out a good example of the ambiguity
of personality ratings in the following statement:
An illustration of the ambiguity of
personality ratings was brought out by Stryker
(1958), who collected definitions of the ever
popular "dependability" from high ranking
executives by interviews and questionnaires.
From 150 executives, he received 14? different
concepts, sometimes as many as five or six from
one person. 2
Despite this, a survey of fifty appraisal systems by Habbe
(1956), showed that of these elements describing personality
characteristics, the most difficult to rate were the most
widely used.
In addition to the weakness of the ambiguity of using
personality traits to evaluate performance, no one knows for
sure which traits contribute, and how much, to the success of
the job.
^
^Henry DeVos, ed., "Management Controls and
Information," The Journal o f Accountancy (February, 1965), 83.
2Barrett, Performance Rating
. p« 27.
3 Ibid ., p. 38.
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2. The fact that the performance, of a subordinate Is
often a function of how he is managed greatly complicates
usage of appraisal systems for administrative purposes.
3. There is strong evidence to support the contention
that appraisal systems utilized for information and
motivational purposes are more lenient than those employed for
administrative purposes. This factor gives rise to the forced
inducement of leniency errors in those appraisal reports used
for administrative purposes*
Informational Weaknesses
An examination will now be made of several of the
common weaknesses normally associated with informational
purposes of appraisal system, which will be followed by an
analysis of the appraisal interview and its relationship to
the appraisal process.
Common Weaknesses
Appraisal systems utilised for- information purposes
are inclined to possess some of the following weaknesses:
1. There is evidence that subordinates find it
difficult to hear and accept criticism and, in our society,
tend to react unfavorably to negative evaluations by their
evaluators.
2
^-McGregor, The Human Sid e of Enterprise , p. 83
•
2Rensis Likert, "Motivational Approach to Management
Development," Harvard Business Review ( July «=August, 1959), 76.
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2. Subordinates will tend to reject criticisms
involving abstractions and generalities and try to justify to
himself and to his superior criticisms supported by concrete
illustrations. Therefore, in the latter case, the superior
is likely to find himself in a defensive communicative role
rather than a supportive role.
3. Serious criticism from superior to subordinate,
and negative judgments are likely to cause serious damage to
the superior-subordinate relationship.
Appraisal Interview
As mentioned above, one of the methods utilized to
enable the organization to feedback performance information to
the subordinate is the appraisal interview or counsel. Since
the appraisal interview is considered by most authorities to
be the key to successfully imparting performance information
to a subordinate, an analysis will now be made of the opinions
of some authors concerning the value of the appraisal device
to function effectively in conjunction with the appraisal
interview or counsel. Concerning the ability of the manager to
utilize the appraisal interview as an information or counseling
method, consider the following statement from McGregor:
It can be stated categorically that few
managers are competent to practice psychotherapy.
Moreover, the situation of the appraisal interview,
in which the superior is in the role of a judge,
is the poorest possible one for counseling. . . .
To attempt to counsel in a formal appraisal
1McGregor, The Human Side of Bnterprlse, p. 84.
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interview is as much a travesty as to attempt
bribery of a victim during a holdup. .' . .
The role of judge and the role of counselor are
incompatible. •*•
Mayfield, on the other hand, feels that the
conventional tools of appraisal and progress interview are
effective when properly employed. As for the ability of the
superior to interview and counsel a subordinate,, he states
:
"... that bad results rarely occur—and certainly not more
often than they do in other man-to-man dealings between
supervisor and subordinate."
Evidence would tend to support a middle-of-the-road
approach, recognizing that the dangers of the interview In its
potential to destroy superior-subordinate relationship is a
real problem. It would, however, appear to be a problem, which
can be solved only by adequate education of the superior to
more advanced and effective counseling techniques. There
also seems to be a great amount of validity to McGregor's
statement that superiors resent "playing God, " and thus resist
•5
being placed in the role of judging the worth of a fellowman.
1 Ibid., p. 86.
2Mayfield, "In Defense of Performance Appraisal,
"
81-82. This conclusion was based on his participation in
thousands of Individual appraisals and several years
association with people interviewing and interviewed in one
company. ; -
3 In concluding this extremely important aspect of
appraisal analysis, another example of cross issues among
authors is cited for the purpose of reinforcing the contention
that the subject of appraisal systems usefulness as a tool of
counseling and interviewing is highly controversial. In the
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Weinberg relates the findings of fourteen companies
concerning employee attitudes toward appraisal systems and the
related performance review. When the employees were asked
about the guidance and correction received, from the supervisor
during the performance review, the following reactions were
recorded
:
Very helpful 5 per cent
Some help 21 per cent
Little help 35 per cent
No use at all 39 per cent
Concerning the subject of appraisals in general,
71 per cent felt only the company benefited by appraisal, and
only 3 per cent felt that they themselves got something from
it. 1
following examples it is interesting to note the similarity
between the usage of statistics the two authors are utilizing
to emphasize their respective points. Mayfie Id has stated J
"Even the critics of the conventional approach concede that
90 per cent of the people who have been interviewed express
satisfaction with the procedure." In one study, our company
found that among people who had been interviewed only 2 per
cent checked "no" and 6 per cent checked "unde cided." in an
anonymous questionnaire asking, "Should these discussions be
continued?." Ibid., p. 82.
McGregor has stated: "In one company with a well
planned and carefully administered appraisal program, an
opinion poll included two questions regarding appraisals. More
than 90 per cent of those answering the questionnaire approved
the idea of appraisals. They wanted to know how they stood.
Some 40 per cent went on to say that they had never had the
experience of being told—yet the files showed that over four-
fifths of them had signed a form testifying that they had been
through an appraisal interview, some of them several times."
Douglas McGregor, "An Uneasy Look at Performance Appraisal,
"
Harvard Business Review (May-June, 1957), 89-90.
^Mor timer R t Feinberg, "Performance Review Threat or
Promise?," Make Performance Appraisal Work for You, ed. by Nora





In the evaluation of the third basic purpose of
appraisal systems, as that of a motivational device, this
writer has found that one is entering another highly
controversial area. For in reality, the manner in which a
rated subordinate accepts criticism, or praise, from any.
appraisal system is wholly dependent on (1) his background and
psychological makeup, and (2) the manner in which the
criticism or praise is presented to the individual by the
superior. It has been found that praise has little effect
one way or the other on the subordinate regardless of how it
1
is presented. Since timeliness of the information is
extremely important in the motivation of an individual, it is
obvious that any appraisal system must consider the advantages
of periodic vs. semi-annual vs. annual reporting or a
combination of two of the three.
McGregor has pointed out that the superior's resistance
to conducting appraisal interviews, particularly those
involving critical judgments, will cause a reaction that is
unfavorable in encouraging and motivating subordinates to
2become more effective.
On this subject, Likert makes the following
observation: ,*. •
The fundamental flaw in current review
procedures is that they compel the superior to
behave in a threatening, rejecting, and ego-
^See supra, p. 27.
2i4cGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise, p. 87
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deflating manner with a sizable proportion of his
staff. This pattern of relationship between the
superior and the subordinate not only affects the
subordinate but also seriously impairs the ,
capacity of the superior to function effectively.
Again, Mayfield reputed this line of thinking,
believing that, in the majority of cases, subordinate-superior
relationships are greatly enriched by the interview. He was
of the opinion that most subordinates can take more candor than
they can get from their superiors, and that it is a mistake to
shy away from the interview as a result of assuming that
people invariably resent suggestions. Although there are
certainly limits to candor, Mayfield maintains that the
superior is the best judge available to determine the contents
p
and limitations of the interview.
.The Effectiveness of General Electric 's
Appraisal System; Three .Oase , Studies
This section will examine the results and findings of
three studies conducted at the General Electric Company to
determine the effectiveness of their appraisal process. The
first study undertaken by General Electric was primarily an
evaluation of their conventional appraisal system. The second
study, made a year later, was an experiment conducted to
validate the conclusions derived from the original study, and
to test the traditional annual performance appraisal method
against a newly developed (at GB) method called Work Planning
-^Likert, "Motivational Approach to Management
Development," 75.





and Review (WP&R). The third study undertaken in .196 4 was an
intensive study made of the performance appraisal interview.
Conclusions and Findings of the First
General Electric Study
The following are some of the more interesting
conclusions and findings derived from the first General
Electric study:
1. Criticism has a negative effect on
achievement of goals. ' .
2, Praise has little effect one way or the
o ther
.
3« Performance improves most when specific
goals are established.
4. Def enslveness resulting from critical
appraisal produces inferior performance.
5c Coaching should be a day-to-day, not a
once a year, activity.
6. Mutual goal setting, not criticism,
improves performance
.
7. Interviews designed primarily to improve
a man's performance should not at the same time
weigh his salary or promotion in the balance.
8. Participation by the employee in the goal
setting procedure helps produce favorable
results.
1
Conclusions and Findings of the Second
General Electric Study
The intensive year-long second study clearly indicated
to General Electric that the Yfork Planning and Review
discussions between a man and his manager were far more
effective in improving Job performance than was the concentrated
annual performance appraisal program. In addition, the eight
Herbert H. hieyer, Emanuel Kay, 'and. John R. P. French,
Jr., "Split Roles in Performance Appraisal," Haryard_Bus ine s_s
Review (January-February, 1965), 126.
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conclusions derived from the first study were confirmed.
The study also firmly reconfirmed that in general
"comprehensive annual performance appraisals are of questionable
value."1 As far as motivating the subordinate to improve his
performance, the evidence gathered by General Electric clearly
indicated that praise tended to have no effect, and criticism
brought on defensive reactions that were essentially denials
of responsibility for a poor performance. (Of the 92
appraisees in the experimental group, the average subordinate
reacted defensively about 54 per cent of the time when
criticized.
)
The Findings of the Third General Electric
Study and a Comparative Analysis of the
Original Conventional System with the
Yfork Planning and Review System
More recent studies, conducted in 1964 as a follow-up
to the above experiments, indicated that interviews conducted
under the work planning and review were strictly man-to~man in
character, instead of the father-son flavor common to
traditional methods. In other words, under the Work Planning
and Review method, the manager was autoraativally cast in the
role of counselor, whereas in the traditional performance
appraisal interview, the manager is automatically in the role
of judge.
^
The Work Planning and Review approach that General
Electric utilized is basic in concept to' the third phase step
1ikM«» 131. 2ibii«* 130.
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in the appraisal evolution, and in many respects, is similar
to the appraisal-by-results system which will be studied in
the third chapter of* this paper. Basically, the WP&R system
differs from the traditional performance appraisal in the
following ways
:
1. There are more frequent discussions of
performance.
2. There are no summary judgments or
ratings made.
3. Salary action discussions are held
separately.
4. The emphasis is on mutual goal planning
and problem solving. 1
The General Electric studies tend to give substance to
the proponents of a new appraisal approach and contradict
conclusions previously drawn by Mayfield and other pro«
conventional experts. Whether or not the General Electric
approach will work in other environments, and over a long time
period, has yet to be proven. However, the conclusions
derived from the experiments add more impetus to the rapid





APPRAISAL-BY-RESULTS -'-A NEW APPRAISAL PHILOSOPHY
Introduction
The topic of appraisal-by-results cannot be
adequately discussed without first having an understanding of
the functions and definitions of management«by-ob;)ectives.
This understanding is necessary because management-by-
objectives and appraisal-by-results go hand in hand and one
concept cannot truly function effectively without the other.
A discussion of management-by-objectives is included in
Appendix A, This appendix has been provided to furnish the
reader with a rather concise and clear analysis of the process
of managlng-by-objectives. Furthermore* this appendix
defines the term, management-by-objectives* provides a brief
historical development of its purposes, and outlines its basic
concepts and procedures.
This chapter is devoted to an analysis of the concepts
of management«by-objectives and p^ppralsal-by-results and will
examine in detail what many authors consider to be some of the
more important advantages and weaknesses' associated with these
concepts. Also examined in this chapter will be the human
behavioral assumptions which are considered by some authors to





Managemerit-by- Ob;) eo tives
Koontz and O'Donnell state that management-by~
objec tives "... embraces the practice of setting near- terra
goals for an apjjropriate time and repeating this process
indefinitely." The presumption of this concept is that the
manager's continuous efforts to meet the established goals
will force his current level of end products to a higher
level of ideal or approved end products; at the same time,
enabling him to contribute to the maintenance of the
organizational charter. Koontz and O'Donnell further s taxed
that: "Taken as a whole, the process becomes a supervisory
technique: if records are kept, they will become the best
evidence for subordinate appraisal whenever measurement is
required!
One author states that goals set under this system
must be evaluated under the following terms:
1. Does the objective represent a sufficient
task for the manager during the measuring period?
2. Is the objective a practical and
attainable one?
3. Is the objective clearly stated in terms
of the task? The measuring period? The method
of measuring to be used?
4-. Is the objective compatible with the
company's plans for the period? 2
Although, the above areas are certainly necessary in
order to effectively implement a management-by-objectives
'-Harold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, Principles of
Management: An Analysis of Managerial -Functions (4th ed.
;
Mew YorX: McGraw-Hill Boole Company, 1968), p. 485.
2McConkey, "Judging Managerial Performance," 364.
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system, there are certain other premises which are necessary




1. Succession of specific goals.' The setting of
short-run goals or objectives greatly aids achievement of
long-run objectives. This not only aids the organization in
conducting a periodic analysis and evaluation of its long-run
objectives but aids in managerial appraisal by providing
immediate performance feedback.
2. Freedom to act. Management-by-objectives implies
and clearly establishes the need for managerial freedom to
exercise initiative in obtaining organization objectives. At
the same time, the freedom of action will enable the manager
to function at his full potential, hopefully free of
restrictive pressures and constraints. Therefore, any
appraisal of his results should be an accurate and objective
projection of his abilities and weaknesses.
3* Verifiable results. Certainly to avoid as much
subjectiveness as possible in evaluating each subordinate
manager's periodic progress in reaching organizational goals,
objectives must be quantified to the greatest possible extent.
This enables results to be compared with established targets
with minimum questions over, degree of accomplishment. It
would seem apparent that this is one of the most important
premises necessary to develop a realistic appraisal system.
This does not preclude the implementation of qualitative goals
to evaluate the accomplishment of agreed upon programs. A
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more detailed discussion of the concept of* establishing
quantitative and qualitative goals will be taken up later in
this chapter.
4. Personal accountability* Although maximum freedom
must be given the subordinate manager to achieve his agreed-
upon goals, responsibility must be pinpointed to enable top
management to correct possible weak links within the
organization that are preventing the attainment of goals* By
establishing an absolute degree of accountability, the
organization is able to accurately appraise a manager's
performance within his area of responsibility.
Since appraisal«by-results is, of course, dependent
upon the identification of clearly defined, mutually agreed
upon, and readily verifiable objectives, it is easy to see
that the implementation of such an appraisal system would not
be probable unless management-by-objectives is being practiced
within an organisation. Having now described the functioning,
concepts, procedures, and premises of management-by-objectives
in Appendix A and above, the remainder of this chapter will
be devoted to an analysis and description of the concept of
appraisal«-by-results
«
Appra Isal-by-R e sul ts System
Appraisal-by-results is defined for purposes of this
paper as; An appraisal system which evaluates managers based
upon their relative performance in accomplishing mutually




agreed upon objectives and goals. Under this system, the
organization's goals and objectives, mutually agreed upon by
subordinate and superior, become the target or the standard
by which the subordinate is appraised. These individual
targets are merged within the overall goals and objectives of




Procedures for Establishing an
Appraisal«by-Results System
The following steps or procedures are generally
accepted by most proponents of a new appraisal system as being
necessary for development of the processes of appraisal-by-
results :
1. Superiors and subordinates must arrive at a clear,
concise, and fair conception of the features and responsibil-
ities of the subordinate's job. Preferably, this mutual
conception of the subordinate's job description will lead to
the development of a document defining the broad areas of the
subordinate's responsibilities. This document should be
developed by the subordinate in close co-ordination with the
superior to allow for maximum flexibility and mutual agree-
p
mentc Most authors do not list this as the first step;
however, this writer feels it has its place in the appraisal
process.
IPatton, "How to Appraise," 65
91.
p
McGregor, "An Uneasy Look at Performance Appraisal,
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2, Superiors and subordinates must develop long and
short-terra goals. Ideally, these objectives are prepared and
recommended by the subordinate and approved by the superior.
McGregor stated that the superior should enter the process
only after ". . . the subordinate has (a) done a good deal of
thinking about his job, (b) made a careful assessment of his
own strengths and weaknesses, and (c) formulated some specific
plans to accomplish his goals." Once the goals have been
approved by the superior, "... they become the manager's
directive of required action and standard against which he will
be measured and rewarded or removed." The process of goal
formulation is continuous through the entire process, and each
goal should be periodically analyzed to insure that the
following criteria are being complied with: (1) The target
should always be the result to be achieved and not the method
of reaching a result (Methods should be left to the ingenuity
of the subordinate c ) ; (2) the target must be completely within
the authority of the subordinate to achieve, and if the target
is, in part, not within the scope of responsibility of -'die
superior to delegate the needed additional authority to his
subordinate, then the projected goal must be modified to
overcome this defect; and (3) care must be taken to insure
that the subordinate can always be held personally accountable
1
Ibid
"McConkey, "Judging Managerial Performance, " 365.
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for the achievement or failure to meet goals without someone
from another department being able to influence the results.
It is interesting to note that Koontz and O'Donnell
depart somewhat from the more popular theory of the subordinate
establishing performance goals, then meeting with the superior
for mutual agreement in that they emphasize the superior
establishing performance goals for each of his subordinates *
They do imply, however, that a degree of understanding and
cooperation has previously existed between the superior and
subordinate. Nevertheless, throughout their chapter on




3. At the conclusion of some period of time, the
subordinate will make an appraisal of his own accomplishments
relative to the targets earlier established. After
substantiating his achievement with factual data, an
examination is made of the results by superior and subordinate.
After a detailed examination of the results, the targets are
re-evaluated, and specific results to be obtained in the
forthcoming period are agreed upon.-^ Again, Koontz and
O'Donnell emphasize the superior as identifying desired
results and then becoming aware of the satisfactory and








unsatisfactory elements of the subordinate's achievements.
After an analysis of these results, the superior invites the
subordinate to a conference to agree upon specific results to
be obtained in the future period. McOonkey stated that an
effective system ".
. „ should also provide for measurement of
the manager's performance at interim periods within the total
2time allowed for accomplishment of the objective."
Thus, the objectives strived for within this step remain
basically unchanged from author to author, and only the concept
of how these objectives will be obtained remain somewhat in
contention. All indications are that a highly motivated
manager, who has complete confidence in his superior, and a
firm grasp of the concepts involved within the system, will
continuously re-evaluate his performance and initiate meetings
with his superiors. However, it must not be assumed that all
managers possess this motivation and degree of initiative.
Hence, there is room in the evaluation of this step for the
three theories, leaving the final judgment, as to which concept
is best, up to the superior, depending, of course, on his
particular situation and personnel problem.
It should also be understood that the sole purpose of
the system is to improve the goal congruence of the organiza-
tion as a whole, and that the ultimate decision-making power
•^•Koontz and O'Donnell, Principles of Management
.
pp. 488-89. ~" - -•- '
2McConkey, "Judging Managerial Performance, " 365.
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must still be concentrated at the top. All performance and
objectives ultimately strive for one thing: the betterment of
the organization within its assigned charter. McConkey is of
the opinion that any attempts at establishing a management-
by-results system in an organization should begin on a modest
basis utilizing perhaps only one department as a model.
Evaluation, or measuring periods, should be short, allowing
for frequent appraisal and evaluation and keeping selected
objectives relatively simple. Most experts in the field of
management are of the opinion that one of the primary criteria
for establishment of such a system is the education of the
managers involved. Not only must they be firmly behind the
system, but they must thoroughly understand its concepts and
objectives.
Qualifying and Quantifying Functional Tasks Associated
with an Appraisal~by~Results System
Without exception, all authors reviewed by this
writer, who were proponents of the new system, agreed that by
setting up quantitative and qualitative tasks to be
accomplished during a period, short-term objectives could be
translated into longer term goals. Patton envisions executive
responsibilities as including:
. . .
(a) those that can be mea^siired^, such as
sales, behind-schedule production,"" or credit
losses, and (b) those that must be iud^ed, made




develops a new process, establishes a training
program, improves the quality of engineering
candidates, and the like.-1-
One of the greatest problems facing the advocates of
appraisal programs is the separation and distinction between
staff and line functions. Because line-oriented senior
managers have difficulty determining and setting realistic and
measurable targets for staff members, the problem becomes even
more acute. It is generally agreed upon among experts that
since the activities of line managers is of a tangible nature,
they lend themselves to quantitative measuring. This is
contrasted to the primarily qualitative measurement of staff
managers. The difficulty of relating qualitative values to a
realistic appraisal system has tended to render a vast number
of managers immune from valid appraisal. However, it is
considered that if a definition of quality can be mutually
agreed upon, it is possible to apply qualitative measurements
to them. ^ McOohkey stated further that there are three basic
aspects to be considered when applying qualitative measurement
to staff members: (1) cost of the activity, (2) consistency
with company goals, and (3) contribution to company goals.
•^Patton, "How to Appraise," 65-66.
2 lb id. 66




Patton was of the opinion that the task of solving the
qualification vs. quantification problem can be greatly
reduced by first establishing quantitative goals of line
managers, followed by a qualitative analysis of the supporting
staff functions. 1
The following exhibit is an example of quantitative
p
and qualitative measuring of typical management positions:
Figure 1
Quantitative and Qualitative Measuring of
Typical Management Positions
•zzz
Quan t i ta tive Mea s u.r i np;_ Qualitative Measuring
1.
Plant Manager
1. Complete construction and 1. Conduct monthly management
equipping of approved development sessions for
addition to new plant superintendents in
within cost of $20,000. techniques of standard
cost program.
2. Produce X number of Y 2. Select and train agreed
products at Z costs. upon cadre of supervisors
for new Texas plant.
3. Ins tall and have 3. Install system for more
operational approved XYZ effective expediting of








system that can be used
by supervisors for
effective cost control at
the first level.
•^-Patton, "How to Appraise," 66.
^Patton gives another series of excellent examples of
planned performance targets for the division manager, the
director of personnel, and the director of manufacturing on





2. Reduce by seven days the
time lag in preparation of
standard cost follow-up
reports.
3. Reduce by 25 per cent






Install a standard cost
program for XYZ product
line.
Corporate Secretary
1. Reduce cost of shareholder
mailing, decreasing the
frequency and making more
comprehensive
.
2. Complete all arrangements
for annual meeting thirty
days prior to meeting.
3. Hold cost of annual report
printing to $25,000.
1. Prepare program for
welcoming and orienting
new shareholders.
2. Prepare weekly analysis
reports of changes in
stock transfer books.
3. Install central file system
for official records.
Engineering Director
1. Complete construction and
place boiler #2 on-line.
1.
2. Re-engineer package line #10 2.
to provide for one -hour
surge facility.
3. Complete rewiring of
plant ti-6-












Source: McConkey, "Judging Managerial Performance,
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Periodic Appraisal and Review of Results
Once goals and objectives have been qualified and
quantified, a system of periodic appraisal and review must be
"established. Periodic appraisals are needed to provide
instantaneous feedback to correct specific actions of an
offending or undesirable nature when they occur. Doing so
maximizes the teaching effects of the action with the resultant
effect of increasing the subordinate's efficiency. The annual
review is designed to measure the overall efficiency of the
subordinate at a given time and is a function of his overall
proficiency. The periodic appraisal will greatly facilitate
the preparation of the annual review.
^
Like the annual review, the periodic appraisal should
be measured against the targets previously established and
can also contain specific quantitative elements such as
accounting performance against revenue and expense budgets,
sales performance against targets of volume, gross margin, and
contribution to profit and sales expense. Such items as cost,
quality, safety, and spoilage could form the basis for
measuring manufacturing performance.
Since the appraisal system will only be as good as the
measures utilized to control its function, it is extremely
-^George S. Odiorne, Management Decisions by Objectives
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice^-Kall, "inc. , 1969), p. 115T
2Koontz and O'Donnell, ^i^c^^le^^ofJWanajgej^nt,
pp. 490-96.
5 Odiorne, Management Decisions by Ob jectives, p. 130.
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Important that management pay close attention to the
implementation of periodic and annual reviews. Without a well
planned and timely review system, communications between
subordinate and superior will break down as a result of a
lack of instantaneous feedback of information. Poorly planned
or unrealistic goals will continue unchecked for periods
longer than necessary. Good plans and objectives overcome by
events will remain unmodified, possibly causing a loss of
efficiency, profit, and time. Opportunity to make corrections
at an appropriate time, affording maximum impact, will be lost,
thus reducing managerial efficiency and valuable training
benefits. Annual review and interviews will be made extremely
difficult due to a lack of specific results to base a judgment
of performance over an entire period.
Functional Evaluation and Performance Records
Once mutually agreed upon goals and Objectives have
been established as managerial performance targets, and
functional tasks have been quantified and qualified, and a
system of periodic and annual review established, 3 1 is time
to reduce goals and the results of the review process into
some type of written report. The style of the form will vary
from organization to organization as a result of individual
needs and preferences. Figures 2 and 3 provide excellent
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Figures 2 and 3 are only as valid as the quantitative
and qualitative measurements on which they are based. Cursory
treatment of these measurements only reintroduces into the
system the subjective elements the system is attempting to
overcome.
Certain Assumptions of Human Behavior Having
Implications in a System of
Appraisal-by~Re suits
Likert has stated that certain assumptions related to
the field of human behavior are inherent in the system of
appraisal-by-results. These assumptions are based on theories
developed in the field of behavioral science, and as such,
their validity shou.ld not be accepted as a proven fact. Like
any newly~tried system, this system will, over the years,
negate or cause a re-evaluation of many of these assumptions.
These assumptions do, however, provide management with a check
list of human characteristics which should aid top management
in evaluation of whether the new system should be established.
If top management does not consider these assumptions valid,
then it could be a danger sign that the necessary top-level
Interest will not exist in the degree necessary to implement
such a complex system. Likert's assumptions are as follows:
1. The quality of superior-subordinate
'relationship exerts a major influence on the
behavior of subordinates and on ail aspects of
the organization's operation.
2. The relationship between the superior
and his subordinates, which results in the best
performance, is supportive in nature and
contributes to the subordinate's sense of
personal worth and importance. • • •
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3. Subordinates seem to react unfavorably,
at least in our society, to negative evaluations
by their superior. (Some subordinates are so
upset that they actually fail to hear the
unfavorable appraisals and report that they do
not know how they stand with their boss.)
4-. People seem most willing and emotionally
able to accept, and to examine, in a non-
defensive manner, information about themselves and
their behavior, including their inadequacies,
when it is in the form of objective evidence.
5. People tend to respond positively to
information suggesting potential improvements in
their behavior when this information is conveyed
in the friendly, supportive atmosphere cf a small,
well-established group in which they feel secure.
6. People seek to learn new and more
effective ways of behaving only when they
themselves recognize the inadequacies in their
present behavior.
7. The extent of the individual's desire to
learn better ways of behaving depends on how
important he feels the situation is to him.
8. V/hen an individual is motivated to Improve
and modify his behavior, it is essential that he
receive prompt, accurate reports on the adequacy
of his efforts.
9. Much of the learning needed for managerial
development must occur at the intellectual,
emotional, attitudinal, and behavioral levels.
10. Persons in hierarchical organizations
generally recognize the power of the hierarchy
and try to evoke favorable reactions from
superiors who have influence in the hierarchy.
11. Participation in decisions in the small
work group, under the leadership of a superior
skilled in the process, is a particularly powerful
method of training and achieving change.!
ilbi^lILtaj^^
As a part of a management-by~ob jectives system,
appraisal-by-results provides the user certain negative and
positive advantages. The negative advantages result from the




avoidance of error commonly inherent in conventional systems
of appraisal. Negative advantages are: avoidance of vagueness
and avoidance of subjective evaluations. Positive advantages
are: benefits to the firm, and benefits to the subordinate.
The above four advantages, in addition to other recognized
advantages, will now be discussed.
1. Avoidance of vagueness. By attempting to establish
objectives and goals that can be clearly verifiable by
qualitative and quantitative measurements, vagueness is
reduced, thus eliminating misunderstanding and improving
communication.
2. Avoidance of subjective evaluations. Subordinates
dislike being evaluated on the basis of arbitrary and
unverifiable conclusions. Appraisal by results provides the
superior with the cold, hard facts required to justify a
rating. The subordinate should know where he stands' on the
basis of his self appraisal of his performance. Thus, such
would establish a clear path of understanding between superior
and subordinate. This ' is not to say that the superior will
take any great pleasure from a critical interview, but at
least the results will be backed up by accurate, previously
2
agreed upon facts.
3. Benefits to the firm. Not only do the goals and
objectives which were agreed upon form a firm basis for





periodic and annual appraisal of the subordinate's performance,
but their attainment will be of great benefit to the organiza-
tion. Thus, the organization is provided with a tool that
enables it to train and appraise its managers as well as




4. Benefits to the subordinate. Appraisal-by-results
enables the subordinate to be aware of where he stands in the
organization at all times. He is able to accurately identify
his weaknesses in terms of conciseness which lends itself to
correction. This system brings out the best qualities of
initiative and judgment in the manager, and in that respect is
a tremendous training vehicle for management at all levels.
By being able to participate in the formulation of objectives
and goals, the subordinate suddenly becomes an important cog
in what could easily have been an impersonal machine.
Participation, and the resultant ego satisfying, will greatly
improve managerial morale at all levels with the hopeful
result of improved organizational profits and returns.
5. Appraisal-by-results provides an emphasis on the
future rather than the past. It "becomes a means to a
constructive end."
6. Appraisal-by-results aids in the identification and
prevention of managerial obsolescence. This advantage is
basically a combination of the results attained from the above
92.
1 Ibid.
^McGregor, "An Uneasy Look at Performance Appraisal,"
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advantages. Obsolescence of managers is a serious problem of
management and occurs when a once capable manager can no
longer achieve the results which are expected of him.
.Management- by -objectives and appraisal-by-results jointly
applies the pressure necessary to enable an individual to
perform at his maximum potential and recognize his own
creeping obsolescence. At the same time, the system will
enable the organization to pinpoint obsolescence and take
corrective action to eliminate it.
.Weaknesses Common to any Appraisal System, and
Weaknesses ffound Common to a Management-
by-Ro- I "Appraisal Sys tern
No administrative system is without faults and inherent
weaknesses, and this is applicable as well for appraisal-by-
results. The weaknesses listed in this section will include
those pitfalls that will be found in any appraisal system, as
well as those peculiar to appraisal-by-results.
Weaknesses Found in any Appraisal System
1. Vague standards will cause two main flaws in any
system: (a) the halo effect, and (b) the hypercritical or
2
"horns" effect.
a. The Halo Effect. The aspect of stereotyping and
evaluating the source. A superior who is guilty of the halo
Itfor an excellent discussion of managerial obsolescence
read: Walter R. Mahler's article "Every' Company-' s Problem:
Managerial Obsolescence, " Executive Leadership. 369~74.
20diorne, M§£<yL?i^ PP« 177~l80
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effect will fail to make appropriate discriminations between
the good and bad that may be intermixed within a single person.
This superior will ignore the greys and react in black and
white. Common causes can be:
(1) Effect of past record. A man does a good job in
the past, particularly if it is a pet project of the superior,
and this good work carries over in the present rating period.
(2) Compatibility. It is a common tendency for a
superior to rate a subordinate whom he likes and finds
personally pleasing higher than an individual who he may not
particularly care for.
(3) Effect of recency. A superior is likely to
remember a recent good act than a bad one which may have
occurred some time in the past.
(4) The one-asset man. An individual possessing such
irrelevant attributes as graduating from the supervisor's alma
mater, having an impressive appearance, or being a glib talker.
(5) The blind spot effect. In this case, the superior
may fail to see a subordinate's weaknesses because they are
like his own.
(6) The high-potential effect. There is a common
tendency among appraisers to evaluate individuals on their past
records in other organizations rather than what he has done in
his own organization.
(7) The no-complaints bias. The old adage "no news is
good news" applies here. In this case, the silent dud is




likely to be rated higher than the individual who persistently
bothers the superior to get the job done.
b. The hypercritical or "horns" effect. This flaw is
the reverse of the "halo" effect. A superior possessing this
fault will rate people lower than circumstances may justify.
2
The following are some specific causes of this effect:
(1) The superior is a perfectionist. As a result of
overly high expectations, this superior will be disappointed
in the subordinate's performance and will rate him low.
(2) The subordinate is contrary. In this instance, a
superio.r will vent his irritation at a subordinate who
disagrees with his ideas by rating him lower than is warranted
(3) The "odd-ball" effect. Many superiors
unintentionally or intentionally rate the non-conformist lower
just because he is different.
(4) Membership in a weak team. A good worker in a
weak division is likely to end up rated lower than if he were
in a better division.
(5) The "guilt-by-association" effect. In all too
many cases, a man is judged by the company he keeps. If his
company is rated as unfavorable by his superior, he is likely
to receive a lower rating.
(6) The dramatic-incident effect. A recent mistake
can undo years of hard work, resulting in a low mark in his








(7) The personality-trait effect. A man v.Tho
possesses traits that the boss associates with poor perfo.i"mance
is likely to be rated low. (See Appendix. B, Figure 14;)
(8) The self -comparison effect. The superior may-
compare the way a subordinate is performing a job- with the way
he performed it when he had the job. If the superior feels
the subordinate is doing a poorer job, he is likely to reflect
it in lower appraisal marks,
2. In large organizations, many appraisals are made by
superiors who have limited contact with the subordinate. This
is aggravated by large turnovers due to transfers, promotions,
and retirement. Thus, many ratings are made based on
insufficient information and limited observations. 2
Weaknesses Common to the Appraisal-by-
Results System
1. Since appraisal-by-results deals only with
performance on the present job, a separate appraisal must be
made to identify potential.-'
2. Appraisal-by-results relies heavily on the
assumption that the subordinate and superior will work




1I&id« 2Ibld . p. 179.
^IbJLd.., p. 180. For an excellent coverage of assessing
potential, the reading of pages 189-98 is .recommended.
^"Odiorne, Majaaj^emjgD^^ p. 180,
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3. Relating to the above limitation, or potential
limitation, it must also be considered that the other ten
human assumptions listed by Likert will also pose a certain
threat as a result of their uncertainty.
4. The fact that the system stresses results indicates
that there could be a strong tendency to neglect the methods
of achieving them.
5. Appraisal-by-results makes the assumption that the
nature of the system will discourage a superior from playing
God. This again relies so heavily on human behavior as to
render it in the area of uncertainty.
6. It is assumed that the superior and subordinate
will correctly identify and correct the causes of poor
performance. Failure to identify the causes of poor
performance can mean failure for an organization. In an area
as complex as management, this is not an easy task.-^
7» Perhaps one of the greatest limitations of this
system is the time involved to insure its success. The
ability required to Identify long-range and short-range goals,
coordinate their attainment at all levels of the organization,
and conduct useful and productive interviews is not a common
virtue. Managers are busy, especially superior managers, and
it would be very easy to pass the responsibility for managing-
by results to a lower level. Once this is done, the system is
^SjApra, PP- 46-47. • • - '
^Odiorne, Ma^a££raenjb_bx^hJ^^tiY«£S,, p. 180.
^Koontz and O'Donnell, PXM^^l§s_pj[_lfen^sejflenjt, p. 493
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well on its way to self-destruction.
8. Barrett was of the opinion that only part of an
individual's output or results can be measured in objective
i terms, and further, much of what he can be effectively
measured against is beyond his control. Such unquantif iable
elements as: richness of his territory, work of predecessors,
nature of competition, padding or overselling to look good,
and excessive time demands on superiors, are factors which
cannot be measured by results alone. This would strongly tend
to indicate that although appraisal-by-results is important,
it should not stand alone in attempting to tell the whole
story of an individual's performance. There is, however,
much evidence indicating that implementation of management
information systems in industry could possibly reduce or
minimize this particular weakness.
3
9. When products are not available for evaluation, it
is felt by some authors that the rater would perhaps be better
off rating the subordinate on how he goes about accomplishing
his job rather than what he produces. Although job performance
characteristics such as: helps others, works accurately, and
attacks problems systematically, are not as objective as
results, they are rateable and important.
lhld« 2Barrett, Performance Rating, p. 35.
^Supra. p. 16.
^Barrett, .P^rXox^an^oe^Ratin^, pp. 34—36.
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10. An appraisal-by-results system in a management-by-
objectives environment will be continuously faced with the
problems of interdependence of goals and the need to avoid
sacrificing old gains at the expense of new gains.
11. iistablishment of goals is often difficult and
inaccurate. A great amount of Judgment is involved in
avoiding the setting of goals too tight or too loose. General
and intangible types of work such as that in a personnel
department are difficult to measure. Comparative ratings of
various departments are equally difficult to establish. The
measures selected for performance evaluation may be a reflection
of what is easy to measure rather than what may be the true
criteria of effective performance. An overemphasis on goals
or items being measured could lead departments into a trap of
concentrating on just those items being measured, therefore,
being dysfunctional to organizational goal congruence'. Other
evils which should be considered when measurable goals are
established for results are: inefficient scheduling of work,
emphasis on the short-run rather than the long-run, cover ing-up
by adjusting reported results, and impaired teamwork as a
result of overemphasis on individual performance. Establish-
ment and overdependence of goals sometimes reduces the
discretion of the immediate superior, since his job becomes
more mechanical rather than functional.







A Unification of a Co ntional Appraisal
Sy.s tem,
r
w ith_j3.n I 'J^Qiz^ls.ults^
System: A Con ulna tio n Appr *
Before departing from this chapter, an examination has
been made of the complexities that high-level management must
consider if there is an attempt to be made to combine
appraisal-by-results with systems depending on personality and
performance characteristics as a rating criteria. The
weaknesses of the appraisal-by-results system, coupled with a
hesitancy to eliminate completely systems already in effect,
might give rise to a combination approach to appraisal.
The relationships between personality traits,
performance characteristics, and results can be exceedingly
complex. For example: One man may have the personality traits
of ambition, prudence, and loyalty; works hard for the
organization, and achieves good results. Another man may also
possess the traits of ambition and prudence, but his loyalty
may be to himself. In this case, he works hard for himself,
and the result is good output. Taking a third man, also with
ambition and loyalty to self, but who is imprudent, we find
him working hard for himself but disrupting the organization,
and, thus causing low output and poor results. Therefore, the
attempt to measure any one personality trait or performance
characteristic by itself would be completely misleading (i.e.,
giving all three men equally high marks in ambition, or basing
loyalty on the results of the first and second. man). Although
simplified, this discussion shows some of the complexities
involved in a combination approach.
'Barrett, Performance Rating, pp. 34-35-
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Although results are a strong indicator of performance,
they should not be the sole basis of evaluation. Likewise,
many combinations of different personality traits may produce
good results, and some of those same traits, in combination
with others, may produce bad results. The fact that a man is
rated high in "personal relations" is valueless to an
organization if the results he achieves are poor. Conversely,
an unfriendly man may be a hard worker and produce good
results.
Regardless of what system is used—conventional,
appraisal-by-results, or combination methods, the following
quote is a worthwhile consideration:
The ideal rater, who observes and evaluates what
is important and reports his judgments without bias
or appreciable error, does not exist; or if he does,
no one knows how to distinguish him from his least
talented colleagues. But, since human judgment
must be used, those who will give the most useful





THE MARINE CORPS APPRAISAL SYSTEM: AN ANALYSIS
Introduction
In this chapter, an in-depth analysis has been made of
the present Marine Corps appraisal system, referred to in the
Marine Corps as the "fitness report system." It is in this
chapter that the subsidiary research questions 2, 3 and 4 will
be responded to directly. This chapter also contains a review
and analysis of the objectives of the Marine Corps appraisal
system* An examination will also be made of weaknesses
commonly associated with the Marine Corps appraisal system
and its value as a management tool.
In order that this thesis can provide the reader with
the most current developments within the Marine Corps appraisal
system, this writer will conclude this chapter with a detailed
overview of the newly proposed Marine Corps automated source
data appraisal system. Although this system is still in the
draft stage it is anticipated that final implementation of the
new system will take place sometime during fiscal year 1972
„
Major William R. Etnyre, "Appraisal's Role in Marine
Corps Career Management, " (unpublished Master Thesis, The
George Washington University, Washington, D.C., 1965), 17-37.
This thesis is recommended for reading by anyone who is
interested in another detailed treatment of the historical





Background of the Marine Corps Appraisal Syst
The Marine Corps has been relying on the formal fitness
report as a means of evaluating its officer personnel since
1891. Navy Regulation Circular No . 86, September 10, 1891,
required the Marine Corps to utilize the Navy's career
appraisal methods and Navy's Form B as an appraisal format.
Under this system, a scale of adjectives were utilized to
describe the officer's professional ability, attention to duty,
general conduct, sobriety, health, and so forth. The Marine
Corps appraisal system vacillated back and forth from adjective
rating scales to numerical rating scales, with only minor
alterations until the mid-1920 's when a form of the Army's
appraisal system was developed. This system relied on the
character trait adjective rating scale and remained in effect,
with minor changes, until July 13, 1950. In 1950, the Marine
Corps made an attempt at a new forced rating system designed
to give more validity to the distribution of marks. This
system was wordy, complex, excessively lengthy and was found to
be completely unsuitable. As a result, this appraisal system
was abandoned in 1952. In 1952, the Marine Corps again
returned to a streamlined version of the 1920 fitness report
which, with modifications, is being. utilized by the Marine
1Corps today.
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| DETACHMENT OF OFFICER REPORTED ON r—
i
I I SEMIANNUAL I I (Enter unit or station to which detached, helow) I I
CHANGE OF F.EP0P1 INO
SENIOR
CONCURRENT f I , ,
REPORT LJ OTHER (Explain MowJ
5. PERIOD COVERED-. FROM (Da) , m. nil , real ) TO C Da) , month, yeiii I MONTHS
6. PERIODS OF NONAVAILABILITY (30 DAYS OR MOPE) ( I ;
7. DUTY ASSIGNMENTS DURING PERIOD COVERED: A. REGULAR (Dates, desaiptivi lilh , and dulj MOS)
B. ADDITIONAL ( Descriplivi title and numbei of months) MARKSMANSHIP QUALIFICATIONS
(LieuU nants and Captains)
8. WIFE'S ADDRESS
9. AGE. RELATIONSHIP OF DEPENDENTS REQUIRING TRANSPORTATION
10. OFFICER'S PREFERENCE FOR NEXT ASSIGNMENT (1st choice '
(2nd choice) (3d choice)
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON DATE
SECTION B(To he , omf It f.J bj repotting ,. nior)
11. NAME AND GRADE OF REPORTING SENIOR
;13. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OFFICER'S NEXT DUTY ASSIGNMENT
US
12. DUTY ASS'GNMENT
14. DURING THE PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT— YES NQ





commendatory way? 1 I I I
(b) Mas the work of this officer been reported adversely? I I I I
(c) Was this officer the subject of an.) disciplinary action
that should be included on his record? D
If YES in (a), (b), or (c), and a report has NOT been sub-
mitted to the CMC , attach separate statement of nature and at-
tendant circumstances. If a teport has been submitted to the
CMC, reference such report below.
15. A. ENTRIES ON THIS REPORT ARE BASED ON (.Check approprxah bt \
DAILY CONTACT AND CLOSE OBSERVATION ,
—
, FREQUENT OBSERVATION
OF THIS OFFICER'S WORK
1-Kt.uutrn u»«K»»num i—i INFREQUENT OBSERVATIONS
OF THIS OFFICER'S V.'ORK |
I
OF THIS OFFICERS WORX
15. B. TO EE COMPLETED ON ORGANIZED RESERVE OFFICERS
ATTENDED OF SCHEDULED DRILLS
If embossed plate impression is used, do not complete Hems 1, 2, and 3.
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SUCTION C i i ' coi f • .' in pen an.! ink (y rcportin
Considering ihe office] reported on in comparison with all othei officers ol thi sam< grade whose profes-
sional abilities are known 10 you personally, indicate youi estimate ol this officer by marking "X" in the
appropriate spaces Ik low.












































(e) HANDLING ENLISTED PERSONNEL
(f) TRAINING PERSONNEL
(gj TACTICAL HANDLING OF TROOPS (Unit appropriate to officer's grade)
17. TO WHAT DEGREE HAS HE EXHIBITED THE FOLLOWING?
(a) ENDURANCE ( Physical and mental ability fo> carrying on undei fatiguing conditions)
(b) PERSONAL APPEARANCE (The trait of habitual!) appearing neat, smart, and well-groomed in unifoim or civilian attirt J
(c) MILITARY PRESENCE (The quality of maintaining appropriate dignity and soldierly bearing •
(d) ATTENTION TO DUTY (Industry; the trait ofworking thoroughly and conscientiously
)
(e) COOPERATION (7 he faculty ofworking in harmony with others, military and civilian)
(J) INITIATIVE (T/u trait of taking necessarj o> appropriatt action on nun responsibility i
(g) JUDGMENT (The ability to think clearly and arrive at logical conclusions)
( h ) PRESENCE OF MIND (1 he ability to think and act promptly find effectively in an unexpected emugam or under great strain)
(i) FORCE (The faculty of carrying nut with energy and resolution that which is believed to bt reasonablt . u«hl ur duly)
(j) LEADERSHIP (1 he capacity to direct, control, and influence others and slill maintain high morale i
(k) LOYALTY (1 he qualili of rendering faithful and willing sen ice, and unswen ing allegiance under any and all circurnslan . s)
(I) PERSONAL RELATIONS (Facultyfor establishing and maintaining cordial relations with militan and civilian associates)
(m) ECONOMY IN MANAGEMENT (Effective utilization if men, money and materials)
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19. (a) Indicate your estimate of this officer's "General Value to the Service'' by marking "X" in the appropriate box:
NOT OBSERVED UNSATISFACTORY BELOW AVERAGE AVERAGE
s\
ABOVE AVERAGE EXCELLENT OUTSTANDING
D
(b) Show distribution of all Item 19. (a) markings awarded officers of his grade for this reporting occasion:
1 I I
I
I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 I L_ _l L
SECTION D (To he completed by reporting senior in pen onil ink. J Reiord in this space a concise appraisal of the professional character of the officer reported i
(This space must not be left blank.)
SECTION E (To be completed by the reporting senior)
I CERTIFY that to the best of my knowledge and belief all
entries made hereon are true and without prejudice or partiality.
(Signature of reporting senior) (Dale)
SECTION F (To be completed when required)
(Cheek One)
I have seen this ,completed report. [J ,^ m „„mm „
l HAVE ATTACHTD A STATEMENT
(Signature of officer reported on) (Dale)
SECTION G (To be completed by reviewing officer)
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An Analysis o f the Mar in r Co ps Fitness
Report Syst<
Purposes of the Marine Corps Fitness Report
The Marine Corps fitness report is considered by the
Marine Corps to be one of the most important records of the
officer's performance of duty and professional qualifications,
At present, this appraisal instrument serves three purposes:
1. The fitness report provides the Marine Corps with
a continuous record of the officer's service with "the Marine
Corps.
2. The fitness report is vital in determining
assignment to duty by officer assignment monitors.
3. The fitness report is vital in determining an
officer's qualification for promotion to the next higher
i 1grade.
The fitness report also provides special boards with
information necessary to consider officers for assignment to
higher level military schooling and special or advanced
schooling at civilian colleges and universities.
Requirements for the Preparation and Submission
of the Marine Corps Pitness Report
Fitness reports are submitted on all officers on a
semi-annual basis. In addition, reports are prepared and
submitted when: (1) the officer is transferred or detached,
(2) upon changes in the individual's reporting s.enior (that
-'U.S., Marine Corps, "Instructions for Preparation of
Officer and Noncommissioned Officer Fitness Reports," Marine
Corps Order 1610.7, Change 2, June 11, 1968.
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officer in the chain of command who is the ra tee's supervising
officer), and (3) when the officer is assigned temporary duty
and other prolonged or extensive training periods. The above
represents only the more significant events which require
fitness report submission. Eight other special events require
the submission of fitness reports on officer personnel.' A
recent study revealed that an average of four fitness reports
are prepared annually for each Individual in the ferine Corps.
Design of the x^larine Corps Fitness Report
The present Marine Corps fitness report is a modified
graphic appraisal system which consists of thirteen specific
character traits, seven general categories, and two overall
categories (Figure 4). Officer performance is evaluated
against these criteria on an observed basis during the rating
period. In addition, a section of the fitness report is
reserved for the reporting senior to write his own concise
appraisal of the professional character of the officer being
reported on. Section 19(b) of this report provides a basis
of comparative analysis of other officers reported on during
the same period by the same reporting senior. The fitness
report is the only formal document prepared on a scheduled
basis for the appraisal of officer performance. Figure 5 on
^United States Marine Corps, "Analysis of Feasibility
and General Systems Design of a Source Data Automated Officers
Fitness Report," prepared by Booze, Allen, & Hamilton, Inc.
February, 1967, p. 1. A study of the feasibility of a source
data automated fitness report system for the U.S. Marine Corps,
Contract Number 73609 of June 22, 1966. A report intended
solely for the information of the U.S. Marine Corps.
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the preceding page illustrates the flow process of the Marino
Corps officer fitness report as it progresses from the
originator to final filing.
An Analysis of the Marine Officer's Fitness
Report System of Procedure
The fitness report system presently in use was
partially automated in 1963 by means of selectively coding
data for entry into a computer file by punch card. The system
output included an officer fitness report brief for use by the
officer assignment monitors (Appendix B, Figures 1 and 2), and
for use in a master brief sheet for selection boards (Appendix
B, Figure 3). Of the twenty- two categories an officer is
evaluated against, three are included in the automated system.
They are: (l) regular duties (Figure 4, item 16(b)), (2)
desirability (Figure 4, item 18), and (3) "general value to the
service" (Figure 4, item 19(a)). Average marks of the twenty-
two rated areas are not presently included nor is the
distribution of marks (Figure 4, item 19(b)). The above three
rated areas do appear on the assignment sheet (Appendix B,
Figure 1), and the master brief sheet (Appendix B, Figure 3).
Although the information provided by the system to the
assignment monitors, promotion boards, and other special boards
was considered of great value, additional and sometimes
equally pertinent information such as marks of other rated
areas and the comparative distribution of -marks given other
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officers of the same grade must be obtained and computed
manually.
The entry of the officer fitness report information
into the present appraisal system is accomplished by two
manual processing steps. The first step involves the
transcribing of data from the fitness report to a coding sheet
(Appendix B, Figure 4). The second step involves a trans-
ferring of data by means of a keypunch from the coding sheet
onto punched cards, thus providing input into a NOR 304
computer at Headquarters, United States Marine Corps. As a
result of the manual processing of this information, much
inaccurate information was introduced into the system causing
the Marine Corps many wasted man-hours in the validation of the
information contained in the computer files.
the Marine Corps Fitness Report System
Insomuch as the nevr proposed source data automated
fitness reporting system, discussed at the end of this
chapter, is not designed to make any significant changes in the
current system, this writer will continue the analysis under
the assumption that weaknesses existing under the present
"system will continue under the new. Source Data Automated system
wh en imp lem en te d .
Colonel R. R. Dickey, Section Head, Automated Fitness
Report Section (DFR), Headquarters, U.S. Marine' Corps, private




Since the current system is a modified graphical,
conventional approach to appraisal, there is strong evidence
indicating that weaknesses common to all conventional systems,
and weakness common to any system, are also present in the
Marine Corps system. Therefore, a detailed relisting of these
deficiencies would be repetitious.
A recent study in which thirty-six colonel and general
grade officers were interviewed revealed the following
deficiencies as being the most prominent associated with the
Marine Corps system:
1. Use of objective appraisal measures was limited.
2. Trend of grades was to the outstanding side of
the marking scale.
3. Range of traits to be graded was too extensive.
4. Definition of traits to be graded was found to
vary widely „3
A quick review of the second and third chapters of this
paper will show that the above deficiencies are widely
recognized criticisms of conventional appraisal methods and
certainly are not unique to the Marine Corps system.
Before proceeding further with an analysis of the
weaknesses of the system, one point, must be made perfectly
clear: The primary purposes of the Marine Corps fitness
•'-See sunra, pp. 19~22.
2See supra, pp. 50-53.
U.S. Marine Corps, "Feasibility Study Application of
Performance Standards Techniques in Senior Marine Corps




report are: (l) to aid in the selection of officers to the
next higher rank, and (2) to aid in the assignment of
officers
«
There is no expressed or implied intent to use the
fitness report as a management development tool. On the
contrary, the Marine Corps specifically states: "A completed
fitness report will not be. shown to the individual reported




Instead, the Marine Corps considers that informing an individual
of his overall performance of duty is an inherent part of the
reporting senior's leadership function. And further, that the
fitness report could serve as a timely reminder to the
reporting senior that all individuals, regardless of their
marks, should be counseled concerning their performance of
duty.
An understanding of the basic philosophy behind the
fitness report-" that is, to serve Headquarters, Marine Corps
and nojt the individual--will explain the continued reliance on
the subjective conventional system. There is little doubt,
however, that the current system and the newly proposed Source
Data Automated system lend themselves well to computerization
and the resultant ease in writing and processing.
-'•United States Marine Corps, l^r^e^Cpxps^rJlerj^O^






The Problem of Inflated Markings found in the
Marine Corps Fitness Reporting System
Perhaps one of the most common criticisms of the Marine
Corps system has been the age-old problem of inflated marks.
The policy of the "no show" fitness report began on July 15,
I960, in order to curb inflationary marking by eliminating
pressure placed on reporting seniors who previously had to
show fitness reports to all individuals. The following table
is a percentage tabulation of item 19(a) "General
.
Value to the
Service," showing first the distribution percentage of
outstanding marks by rank, and second, the distribution of
excellent to outstanding marks by rank. The fiscal year 1969
marks were coraputed as of October 8, 1969, and, therefore,
represent a fairly recent analysis covering a significant
period of time, Including the full commitment to the Vietnam
war
.
Although figures were not made available on the other
twenty-one marking charac ter is tics, personal interview and
analysis indicates that trends indicated in Table 1 apply to
the other rated areas. In those areas, the distribution
percentage of markings is once again creeping upward.
Mr. Edward A. Dover, Research Psychologist, Manpower
Measurement Section of the Personnel Research Branch,
Headquarters, United States Marine Corps (A013), personal
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Outstanding Marks by Percentage
Colonel 84 50
Lt. Colonel 66 31
Major 50 22
Captain 28 10
First Lt. 17 4
2d Lieutenant 4 2









Colonel 15 29 37
Lt. Colonel 27 38 38
Major 38 . 39 37
Captain 47 32 33
1st Lieutenant 41 24 25
2d Lieutenant 22 10 18
Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Manpower Measurement
Section of Personnel Research Branch, Headquarters, U.S. Marine
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Source: U.S. Marine Corp^, Manpower Measurement
Section of Personnel Research Branch, Headquarters, United
States Marine Corps. Validity date, October 8, 1969.
The percentages shown in Table 2 indicate an
inflationary tendency, particularly among the ranks of Major
and above. Considering the definition of "Excellent":
"Exceptionally efficient; qualified to a degree seldom
achieved by others of his grade, it is easy to see that 45
per cent of all Captains, 58 per cent of all Majors, 69 per
cent of all Lieutenant Colonels, and 76 per cent of the
Colonels are being evaluated within a category even higher
than that definition. This certainly tends to overextend the
definition of "Excellent.
"
Nevertheless, discussion with monitors and high
ranking officers, who have been members of promotion boards and
special boards, all reveal the present system, though not
perfect, does fulfill the needs of the Marine Corps. This
1
^B£lJSM^3£J^^SMLjL§2^Zi P» 12 «
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would appear valid since promotion boards also consider such
items as civilian education, military experience, military
education, performance while attending various schools, age,
and combat record, in addition to the officer's performance
record. Therefore, it is unlikely that even if 58 per cent
of all Majors being considered for promotion had excellent/
outstanding records, that the other factors listed above would
be equal as well.
As far as monitors are concerned, the problem has not
been so much the information provided by fitness reports, but
the sheer volume of officers one man must handle. At present,
the infantry monitor, one Major, handles some 4,000 officer
assignments
.
The Problems Associated with the Utilization
of Trait Evaluation in the Marine Corps
Fitness Report System
As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, the use of
the thirteen traits under item 17 presents the Marine Corps
with a relative concise, and easy method of evaluating the
"whole" officer and does lend itself to rapid and easy input
processing for use in an automated system. Experience over the
years in both industry and the military has rather adequately
Major William Keyes, Ground Officer Monitor,
Assignment and Classification Branch, Personnel Department,
Headquarters, Marine Corps, private interview held on
February 6, 1970. Also previous discussions with Colonel K. R.
Dickey, January, 1970; Major R. A. Crab tree
•
(deceased ) , March,




revealed that very seldom does more than one individual agree
on a definition of any one so-called character trait. It is
doubtful that there would be much argument to the fact that
Stryker's experience with the 150 business executives, and
their lack of agreement on the term "dependability, " would not
apply to Marine Corps raters as well.
Another factor directly bearing on the problem, other
than semantic differences, and a lack of consensus about the
meaning of the various terms used in trait ratings, is the
ability of the rater to evaluate or judge a subordinate by the
use of traits. Extensive studies conducted by G. W. Allport,
Kanner, Cozan, Thorndike, Dymond, Hanks, Mead$ Sullivan,
Cotrell, and others have revealed that there is a close
relationship between the ability of the rater to judge a
subordinate and the rater's: intelligence, emotional stability,
self -insight, and social relationship. Thus, some of -the
prerequisites necessary for a rater to be a good judge of
character are: higher intelligence, a stable emotional
adjustment, self -insight (persons rate others better on those
personal traits they possess and perceive), and social
pdetachment from those they are rating.
Another problem to be faced with the use of traits is
the sheer number available for choice. One study turned up
^-See supra , p. 20.
2V/hisler and Harper, Perf ormane e
..
Appra i s a1 , pp. 28-52.
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some 300 individual traits against which an individual could be
rated. Thus, the determination that the thirteen character
traits utilized by the Marine Corps is all-inclusive, or even
remotely inclusive, of the traits desired of a military
officer appears to be an arbitrary decision.
Actually, of the thirteen listed traits only "personal
appearance" is capable of evaluation b?sed on objective fact.
And, even the objectivity of this trait could be overcome by
2 ' •'
either the "halo" or "horns" effect.
The term "loyalty" is another questionable trait. It
is commonly known throughout the Marine Corps that either an
officer is loyal or not loyal with very little room to be
rated in between.
The relationship of personality traits to performance^
should indicate to the reader that a person could be high or
low in any one trait, or combination of traits, and still
perform extremely well or extreme3.y poor. The relationship
between traits and performance is extremely complex, and to be





its Value as a Management Tool
Currently, the Marine Corps fitness report is not
utilized as a management tool and is not reviewed by the
1 rbid.
, p. 194. ' '
2See JLyj2£fi> PP« 50-52.
-^See ^rora, pp. 57-58.
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subordinate except in cases of unsatisfactory or marginal
performance. The fitness report does not, therefore, provide
timely feedback to the subordinate of his performance and is
seldom used as a basis for counseling and •development.
In the opinion of many authorities, this is one of the
most serious weaknesses of the conventional appraisal system
and would, therefore, be applicable to the Marine Corps, it
would appear that this weakness would have particular impact
among company grade officers (Captains and Lieutenants). It
is among the company grade officers who are in the beginning
throes of their career development that counseling on observed
weaknesses would be of particular value. For it is during this
formula tive and sometimes indecisive period of a man's life
that habits and ideals are developed that will likely always
be present. It is doubtful that anyone is born a leader; thus,
it is during the initial periods of service that leadership
habits and traits will be developed and later perfected. The
young officer follows the example and guidance of his more
experienced seniors. Performance during the initial years is
likely to be shaky, and many mistakes will be made,
particularly in the handling of subordinates. Unless guidance
is furnished the young officer based on his observed
performance, bad habits recorded on a fitness report form,
but not communicated to the officer, are likely never to be
corrected. Under such a system, the individual who is harmed
is not the marginal or unsatisfactory officer, for he knows
where he stands—but the average officer. The average officer
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under the present system is likely to be that offie
receiving excellent marks or lower. (See Table 2.)
Wot only is the average company grade officer not
likely to know where he stands , but he is likely to continue
to make the same mistakes from one reporting senior to the
next; therefore, a vicious cycle repeats itself over and over
again.
Some actual examples of "average" fitness reports on
four officers—one Lieutenant, two Captains, and one Major--
are vivid evidence of what an average report looks like. (See
Appendix B, Figures 5» 6, 7, and 8.) N ne of these reports
were signed in Section P by the officer reported on.
Therefore, there is no evidence to indicate that any of these
officers were made aware of their low marks and deficiencies.
Obviously, all four were likely to have been seriously hurt
career-wise by these reports.
Utilizing the fitness report as a management tool for
counseling subordinates is met with as many different opinions
in the Marine Corps as is found among civilian experts.
There is a certain fear of again requiring a "show of fitness
reports" among many in the Marine Corps. The reasons for
this fear are many, and in many respects are valid. Some of
the more popular fears are:




1. Using the fitness report as a counseling tool will
cause an inflation of marks back to the pre
-195 9 era. The
present trend among company grade officers is currently toward
:the show era. (See Tables 1 and 2.)
2. Revealing bad fitness reports to individuals will
be met with displeasure and will alienate the subordinate
toward the superior and will, therefore, produce poor working
relationships, poor morale, and ultimately poor performance.
There is little doubt that this would occur among some
individuals; however, there is a certain amount of moral
courage and leadership involved in this area which could go a
long way in correcting many of the potential evils of this
nature. If fitness report markings are based on objective
evidence, Likert is of the opinion that most people will
respond in a positive manner and would be emotionally willing
to accept criticism about themselves. Utilization of
personality traits as yardsticks to measure past performance
has been pretty well debunked; therefore, this position of the
fitness report would not be of much value to the counselor.
3. A great number of senior officers in the Marine
Corps lack the formal training and understanding of professional
counseling techniques necessary to carry out an effective
counseling program.
1See surxra, p. 47.
2American Management Association, Make Appraisal Work
for You , p. 4-.
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This is a valid fear and is one that is shared by many
experts both in civilian industry and in the military.. There
is one way to overcome this particular fear, and that is by
.education. There are many effective counseling techniques
and many experts willing to impart their knowledge of the
subject to the desirous service. Contact teams can be set up
to educate reporting seniors in the field, and prepared
literature can be distributed to all concerned officers.
Courses can be given in Basic School (for Lieutenants),
Amphibious Warfare School (for Captains), and Command and
Staff School (for Majors and Lieutenant Colonels). The means
and methods for education of all officers in the techniques
of the interview are available and would appear to be
relatively economical considering the potential benefits to be
derived.
>ortinr< System
In order to correct existing shortcomings with the
limited automated procedures of the current fitness report
system, the Marine Corps in June, 1966 contracted Booze, Allen
& Hamilton, Inc., a management consultant firm, to determine
the feasibility of using an automated source data system (SDA)
for processing officers fitness report data. This study was
completed in February, 1967. A follow-up study by the same
company was made in July, 1967, "to assist the Marine Corps in
developing a more effective means for reporting staff
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noncommissioned, officers performance data."' This later report
was completed in February, 1968.
As a result of these two studies, in June, 1968, the
Marine Corps approved in principle the. automation of fitness
reports. In August, 1969, a working staff was organized
within the Personnel Department, Headquarters, United States
Marine Corps to develop a source data automated fitness report
system (SDA). The primary purposes for developing a source
data automated fitness reporting system are to:
1. Add noncommissioned, officers to the system.
2. Improve accuracy by eliminating transportation
errors.
3. Improve timeliness of processing.
4. Provide additional information to monitors,
promotion boards, and special boards.
2
5. Reduction of costs and personnel requirements.
The proposed source data automated fitness report
system is based on the use of a fitness report form which will
be optically read by optical character recognition (OCR)
equipment. Punched cards will automatically be generated by
the (OCR) equipment and will contain the performance data
Which is to be included in the computer files. These punched.
-'•United States Marine Corps. "Design of a Source Data
Automated Fitness Reporting System, ' prepared by Booze, Allen
& Hamilton, Inc., February, 1968. A study to design a staff
noncommissioned officers fitness report processing system.








When implemented, the new source data automated fitness
report system would provide a print-out for all brief sheets
of all twenty-two character trait markings, instead of just the
three that the current system produces. In addition, the
comparative distribution of marks (Figure 4, item 19(a)) would
be included. Elimination of .present mechanical processing
would reduce errors and save a considerable amount of time.
Booze, Allen & Hamilton estimates an annual savings of
$31, 000. 2
The development of such a system involves the completion
of four separate but related tasks:
1. Redesigning of a source data automated fitness
report. This report would replace the current fitness report
form and would be used for both officer and noncommissioned
officer reporting. It would be capable of being read by the
OCR equipment. There would be no significant changes in content
from the present report (Appendix B, Figure 9a, 9b.) A
detailed examination of the tabular summary of fitness report
changes (Appendix B, Figure 10a, b, c, and d) indicates not
only the differences between the two systems, but what
additional data will be collected by the computer.




2. Present officer output forms must be redesigned
or expanded to handle increased data outputs. This would
envision an expansion of the master brief sheet (Appendix B,
Figure 3) to include the additional nineteen character trait
markings and the distribution spread. The other essential
information would remain the same. New forms to handle
noncommissioned officer output must be developed, along with
new forms to support other possible information requirements.
3. A historical file must be developed based on the
collection of data from past and present noncommissioned
officers fitness reports. The collection effort of such
information would be based on the system now employed for
officer fitness reports.
4. A permanent organization must be established to
administer the SDA fitness report system.
It is estimated that the implementation of the new
source data automated fitness report system will take place
sometime during fiscal year 1972.
Although the new fitness report system provides obvious
advantages over the new system, there is still no provision to
provide average marks on the master brief sheet for promotion
boards
.
Further, though the addition of the comparative
distribution of marks certainly increased the value of the
Dickey, personal interview, January 30, 1970.
^Captain Clifford Wieden, Assistant Head, Automated
Fitness Report Section (DPA), Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps,
Washington, D. C.
,
private interview held on February 16, 1970
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master brief sheets as an aid in selecting officers for
promotion, it still fails to provide two important elements of
information which would be invaluable to a promotion board.
They are: (1) an automatically computed average distribution
score for all officers of the same grade evaluated during the
same period, and (2) a running computation of the officer's
average "general value to the service" marking based on all
previous fitness reports, plus a computation of the average
distribution of markings found in 19(b) of the officer's
fitness report over the years. This would give a promotion
board an immediate assessment of where this officer stood in
relation to all other officers he has served with in the past,








Management-by-objectives and appraisal-by-results in
various forms has been practiced by many large business
organizations with various reports of success. Standard Oil
of New Jersey and its affiliates use a system of performance
reviews and goal settings and report success for both.
Other organizations practicing management-by-objectives are:
General Mills (a pioneer in the formal installation of the
system), General Motors, General Electric, DuPont, North
American Aviation, International Business Machines, and Xerox.
These are just a few of the larger organizations that practice
this system in one form or another. Polaroid Corporation uses
a form of appraisal-by-results supplemented by a formal
interview, also with reported success.
As far as evaluating the success of management-by-
objectives, as practiced by business organizations, Booze,
-'Barrett, P^Xl^XS^2,Q6^JL§uii££.» P» 10.
^Odiorne, l^J^e^e.nJ;_Jby_^j^c^ijres, p. viii.
^John M. Egdorf , District Manager, Polaroid Corporation,




Allen & Hamilton, Inc., one of the nation's largest
consulting firms (having served over 6,000 clients representing
virtually every category of business, industry, and govern-
ment), has made this observation: "The success of Performance
Standards Techniques (PST) in industry is difficult to measure
directly. However, in general, the success is determined by
the degree to which performance standards techniques have:"
1. Increased contributions in meeting unit objectives.
2. Improved overall results in achieving primary
organizational objectives.
3. Accelerated personal development in managerial
skills.
4. Promoted creativity in exceeding normal duties and
responsibilities
.
5. Increased self-motivation among subordinates.
6. Assisted in supervisory control of. subordinate
activities
.
7. Created objective guidelines for performance
appraisal.
Booze, Allen & Hamilton also stated:
The ultimate result of a successful performance
standards technique program is improvement in overall
operating effectiveness. In organizations with the
basic prerequisites for a performance standards
technique program, significant evidence of this type
of result has been seen.
2
'United States Marine Corps, "Application of
Performance Standards Techniques in Senior Marine Corps
Billets," prepared by Booze, Allen & Hamilton, Inc., February,
1968, p. 2. A study to determine the feasibility of applying
PST techniques in the Marine Corps. A report intended solely




As stated in Chapter I, the scope of this paper does
not include a detailed analysis of appraisal systems utilized
by other business and military organizations. Such an analysis
could be the subject of another separate study and could be of
overall value and interest to the Marine Corps. However, the
observations made by Booze, Allen & Hamilton are considered
sufficient for the general determination of the applicability
of business managerial techniques to Marine Corps management
systems
.
The analysis of management-by-ob jectives and appraisal-
by-results in Chapter III has provided the reader with the
necessary background to determine what features of the new
concepts should be considered before determination is made as
to whether such a management development system could be
applied to a Marine Corps system.
A Revlew of S ome of the Major Conclusions Derived
from the Booze. Allen & Hamilton Report
In May, 1966, the question of whether performance
standards techniques utilized by industry for executive
development and appraisal could be used by the Marine Corps
was discussed by the Deputy Under Secretary of the Navy with
•senior Marine Corps general officers.
As a result, a study was undertaken by Booze, Allen &
Hamilton to determine the feasibility of applying performance
standards techniques in the Marine Corps., This, study was
completed in February, 1968, and included an assessment of
performance standards techniques potential for application to
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senior officer billets (Colonel, Brigadier General, or higher).
The major conclusions of this study were:
1. The management environment at senior officer
levels meets the prerequisites for a successful industrial
performance standards techniques program. Within this
conclusion, several key characteristics were identified in the
Marine Corps environment, which met what Booze, Allen &
Hamilton considered to be prerequisites for the successful
application of a performance standards program. They were
:
a. Clearly defined and understood unit goals and
objectives.
b. Delineated responsibilities and duties for
significant billets.
c. Project orientation overlaid on routine job
requirements
.
d. Emphasis on results.
2. At senior officer levels, the application of
performance standards techniques is feasible. 2
"^ikM* > -38-39. It is noted that these are also
identified in the steps of appraisal-by-results. See s_uora
»
pp. 34-38.
^IkM* 5 39-40. In the process of this study, Booze,
Allen & Hamilton conducted detailed interviews with some
thirty-six senior Marine Corps officers. It was their
conclusion that these officers showed the interest and
expressed the need for the performance standards techniques
system. The receptivity of these officers to the potential
benefits of such a system reinforced the conclusion that the




3* Selective testing will be required to determine
the feasibility of applying performance standards techniques
to junior officer billets. 1
It was additionally concluded that pilot tests should
be carried out by the Marine Corps to give a proposed
performance standards techniques system a "thorough test under
actual operating conditions to determine:"
1. The range of billets to which performance standards
techniques will initially apply.
2 e Detailed administrative procedures required to
install and maintain a performance standards techniques
program.
3. The most appropriate method of relating performance
standards techniques to the officer fitness reporting system.
4. Training needs for effective operation of the
program.
5. Operating objectives of performance standards
techniques.
p
6. Costs in terms of manpower and time.
^Ibid. , 41-42. This firm recognized the need to
begin management development techniques at the junior officer
level (Lieutenant Colonel~Second Lieutenant). Although the
scope of their study did not include an analysis of the
application of performance standards techniques methods at a
junior officer level, it was their conclusion that additional
pilot tests should be run to evaluate the feasibility of





^''he_ gooze, Allen & Hamilton Analysis of the
Marine Corps Management .Bnviro <
; j
ent
Perhaps the most critical area investigated by the
Booze, Allen & Hamilton report was the framework of the Marine
Corps managerial environment. For, ultimately, it was the
nature of this environment which would determine the
feasibility of implementing, a performance standards techniques
program in the Marine Corps. Some of their conclusions are
relevant to this study and some clearly warrant further
investigation:
1. The highly structured and formal framework of the
Marine Corps managerial system provides an adequate basis for
a P3T program. The structure of the Marine Corps is based on
tradition, policies, and formal procedures. Such a formally
structured system results in the following advantages:
a. Clearly defined missions and goals for each
organization in the Marine Corps.
b. Written billet descriptions delineating
individual responsibilities are available at senior levels in
published documents.
c. The Marine Corps adheres to the practice of
delegation of authority which is necessary for subordinates
to accomplish assigned goals.
2. Operating approaches and management processes in
the Marine Corps at senior levels are similar to those in




industrial organizations. The following factors were
considered in coming to this conclusion:
a. There exists in the Marine Corps considerable
latitude to shift manpower to meet changing priorities.
b. The Marine Corps uses formal project systems
at command and staff levels to increase operating efficiency.
c. The Marine Corps places heavy emphasis on
performance results.
d. Like industrial organizations, the Marine
Corps focuses efforts on such activities as:
(1) Planning.
(2) Policy development.
(2) Control of resources.
(4) Coordination of operating units.
(5) Inter-unit liaison.
(6) Resolution of significant problems.
(7) Direction of high-priority special projects.
e. The distinction between managerial and technical
requirements increases at senior level.
f
.
Clear-cut measurable managerial goals exist in
the Marine Corps. However, these goals are related to such
things as combat readiness and overall defense posture. In
industry, goals are primarily oriented toward profit.
3. The Marine Corps utilizes formal officer
performance. "Despite its limitations, 'the Officer Fitness
^ Ifrid .. 14-17.
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4-. The Marine Corps has both formal and informal
officer development programs encompassing job rotation and use
2
of formal education:
a. Job rotation exposes Marine Corps officers to
a cross section of operational and staff activities. "This
technique provides for the development of management and
technical skills through actual performance in differing
billets."5
b. The Marine Corps educational system (special
education programs and advanced degree programs) provides an
opportunity for specially selected officers to receive formal
education in management techniques. *" The advanced degree and
special education programs are primarily concerned with post-
graduate education at the U. S. Navy Post Graduate School in
Monterey, California, and numerous selected civilian
institutions. The Marine Corps educational system provides
intermediate and senior level schooling in military and
management functions at the Marine Corps Amphibious Warfare
School and the Command and Staff School at Quantico, Virginia.








Weaknesses and Potential Drawbacks in the
- Application of Performance Standards
Techniques Program Into the Marine
Corps Management System
The Booze, Allen* & Hamilton report appeared to be
extreme^ optimistic but rather limited In its appraisal of
potential drawbacks and weaknesses of the performance standards
techniques system. An analysis of the report revealed four
potential pitfalls identified by senior Marine officers, and
three areas generally discussed, but lightly treated, by the
authors of the study. In the following paragraphs, these
problems and other problems considered relevant for discussion
by the writer are evaluated.
Problems Considered Relevant by Marine Corps
Officers Affecting the Implementation of A
Performance Standards Techniques Program
The thirty-six senior Marine Corps officers inter-
viewed in this study considered the following five problem
areas as being the major stumbling blocks to implementing a
PST program in the Marine Corps:
1. Degree of administrative effort required
to operate a PST program.
2. Need for education among officers in the
use of PST.
3. Potential difficulty in establishing
meaningful objectives in combat units.
4. Time requirements for installation of a
PST program during a period of extensive combat
commitments.
5. Problems of relating PST to the fitness
report system.^
^Booze, Allen & Hamilton, "Study of PST in the Marine
Corps, " p. v.
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The above problem areas were mentioned in the letter of
transmittal of the Booze, Allen & Hamilton report and were
considered as "providing important insight into the areas which
will require principal emphasis during a pilot test of PST."
There was no attempt in the text of the Booze, Allen &
Hamilton study to critically analyze any of the above areas.
A detailed analysis of problems 3 and 5 would appear to be
especially critical in determining the feasibility of
applying performance standards techniques in the Marine Corps.
Problem Areas Associated with the implementation of
a Performance Standards Techniques System
Identified by the Study
The Booze, Allen & Hamilton study was divided into
three areas, exclusive of the conclusions and recommendations
and the recommended test approach. They were: (1) pre-
requisites of a successful environment, (2) characteristics of
the Marine Corps management environment, and (3) potential
benefits of a performance standards techniques program. There
was no area specifically devoted to an analysis of potential
problems. The following problem areas were brought out
throughout the text of the study:
1. Other than the officer development programs
previously mentioned in this thesis,' the Marine Corps has given
limited attention to the "... application of systematic
officer development programs on a day-to-day basis." The
^- Ibid .
2See supra, p. 92.
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study mentioned that Marine officers had indicated a stro
desire to have a series of tools to aid in the development of
officers. Performance standards techniques was viewed by the
authors of the study as being a means of providing new
management development approaches in the Marine Corps. x
There were, however, no specific recommendations as to
what feedback methods would be appropriate to the Marine Corps
environment to enable Headquarters, Marine Corps to monitor
p
the attainment of objectives and goals.
2. The study recognized the Marine Corps fitness
report as having several weaknesses but, in general,, felt that
"... it provides a formal mechanism for evaluating and
recording performance." The primary weaknesses identified
were: (l) "no show" policy except in the case of unsatis-
factory performance, (2) failure of the system to provide a
timely feedback to subordinates, and (3) failure to utilize
the report consistently as a basis for counseling on
performance and development needs. J
^Booze, Allen & Hamilton, "Study of PST in the Marine
Corps, " p. 24.
pMost experts are in agreement that the establishment
of a formal feedback system is necessary before an effective
management-by-objectives system can be established.
Performance standards techniques, like management-by-objectives,
would appear to hinge on an effective appraisal-by-results
formal "feedback system. It would further appear that a feed-
back system is a means to the end, and will not be derived as
a result of establishing the performance standards techniques
system.
Booze, Allen & Hamilton, "Study of PST in the Marine
Corps, " p. 22.
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The comments made in paragraph 1, above, apply in this
case. Except to state in general terms that there is a
recognized need within the Marine Corps for "improved methods
of establishing objective benchmarks in evaluating officer
performance, " no specific recommendations were made as to how
such a system would be, or even could be, tailored to the
2
Marine Corps management environment,
3. The study listed one of the barriers to the
performance of duty assignments as being the frequent
additional unplanned duties and revisions of priorities
imposed by higher authorities. It was felt that "this need
for a shift in emphasis tends to complicate the achievement of
3
preplanned goals."
The Marine Corps is a highly flexible, changeable,
and dynamic organization. It is an organization which has
historically reacted to crisis. It is doubtful that this
characteristic will ever change, and is, therefore, one
characteristic of the Marine Corps environment that would
appear to be dysfunctional to the establishment of meaningful
1Ibid.
, 38.
^Again, this writer believes that it is "putting the
cart before the horse" to evaluate the feasibility of a total
performance standards techniques system without some
considerations of the factors mentioned in the third chapter
of this paper. The question of what fitness report system is
best for &. management-by-objectives system is extremely
complex and must be tentatively resolved prior to, and not
after, the beginning of any pilot program.. .. ,




goals and objectives. There seems to be little doubt, as the
study brought out, that within the Data Systems Division,
Headquarters, Marine Corps, the Philadelphia Supply Activity,
and Marine Corps Schools, Quantico, Virginia, that "...
management responsibilities of senior Marine Corps officers
are similar to those of executive positions in industry."1
Although these billets are good examples for comparison with
industry, they are not typical, and because of their relative
stability, do not appear to provide realistic examples. The
typical Marine Corps Division and its supporting elements
would provide a real challenge to the performance standards
techniques program but were not comparatively analyzed in this
s tudy
.
Potential Significant Problem Areas Associated
with the Implementation of a Performance
Standards Techniques System Identified
by the Study
Although listed more as advantages rather than potential
weaknesses, there are two other areas that should be carefully
analyzed. They are: (1) the wide range of outside influences
which require responses from the Marine Corps, and (2) the
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The study emphasized the fact that unlike industry,
the Marine Corps must be prepared to respond to a wide t range
of outside influences from the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Congress, to the public. The study considered that
"... these unique requirements do not discount the basic
analogy of the Marine Corps and industry. Rather, this
requirement for response to external influences places a
premium on the management skills of Marine Corps officers.'
These requirements generate a very serious problem which could
cause deviations from previously assigned goals and objectives
at all levels of the Marine Corps. One Congressional inquiry
can have serious impacts on the importance of previously
assigned primary objectives. Examples of the impact of
external influences can be found in great abundance in both of
the two Marine Corps Recruit Depots, and in the combat zones of
Vietnam. The problems of outside influence would not preclude
the implementation of a performance standards technique system,




One of the primary environmental characteristics, which
makes management~by-objectives adaptable to an industrial
situation is the difficult, but possible, quantification of




because most objectives and goals of industry are measured in
terms of profits. Profits can be quantified and the functions
to obtain profit can be quantified and qualified.
The Booze, Allen & Hamilton study stated that, unlike
industry, the Marine Corps' primary objectives and measures of
performance are related to "... combat readiness and overall
defense posture. " And, further, that ". . . within these broad
and complex objectives, there are management- type goals which
contribute directly to the overall objectives of combat
readiness and defense posture." The study used as an example
aircraft maintenance where the development of new techniques
to reduce preventive maintenance time without loss of
efficiency would have a ". . , direct and meaningful impact
on the overall Marine Corps objectives."^
This area was not treated as a potential weakness by
Booze, Allen & Hamilton but was .Identified by the senior Marine
officers interviewed as a potential problem as related to
combat.^ On this basis of insight obtained from research for
this thesis, it would appear that this is one of the most
serious weaknesses that must be considered in evaluating the
feasibility of the performance standards techniques program.
The problem of how to quantify and qualify goals and objectives
to obtain meaningful results is difficult enough without profits,
but when applied to broad and changing readiness goals and
See SiJIls pp. 40-43.
2Booze, Allen & Hamilton, "Study of PST in the Marine
Corps," 19-20.
^See sujira, Problem 3, p. 93.
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defense postures, it becomes an extremely difficult problem.
Equating maintenance and supply-type objectives to
• overall objectives is difficult enough, but relating manpower
readiness to overall objectives would appear to be extremely
difficult. How do you quantify individual personnel
readiness? Inspections and tactical tests are one means, but
they are at best subjective and difficult to uniformly apply
over one battalion, much less a division. Again, these
problems can, to a limited extent, be resolved, but they are
£§£i2^..,^J5^i§iSS. anc^ should be considered as such, in time of
peace, as well as in time of war.
The views expressed in this chapter are a result of the
research and analysis of this writer and in no way reflect the
views, either official or unofficial, of the Marine Corps.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As stated in Chapter I, the primary research question
to which this thesis is addressed is : Does the J^arii'ie^Corps
^l'.f.jrP.§.^^P,"P~ ls:l -^sa^ sys tern meet the ., jneeds^_ofir^a.__mo^.rern^J4ar ine
QQIlPJt'? In addition to the primary research question, the
following subsidiary research questions were asked:
1. What is the current philosophy on personnel
appraisal, particularly as directed toward the management
executive level in the larger business organizations?
2. Does the appraisal system provide the Marine Corps
with an effective managerial tool for aiding in the development
of company and field grade officers (Second Lieutenants-
Lieutenant Colonels)?
5. Does it provide the Marine Corps with an effective
vehicle for aiding promotion boards in selecting officers for
the next higher grade?
4. Is the appraisal system an effective vehicle for
aiding the Marine Corps in personnel assignment?
5. How does the Marine Corps officer appraisal system
environment compare with modern business organizations?




6. Can appraisal-by-results be successfully integrated
into the Marine Corps appraisal system?
The conclusions of this research paper contain the
responses to these questions.
Summary
In Chapter II, an examination of the evolutionary
process was made to determine the movement toward a new
appraisal philosophy. Arch Patton envisioned a three-step
evolutionary process beginning with what is commonly called the
conventional approach, followed by the mathematical approach,
and ending with the planned performance approach. An
examination was then made of the three most common uses of
conventional appraisa.1 systems, which were found to be:
administrative, informational, and motivational. "Weaknesses
commonly associated with appraisal systems utilized for
administrative purposes are: (l) variation and ambiguity of
standards, (2) leniency, and (3) effects of managerial
leadership on the subordinate's performance. It was found that
the utilization of appraisal systems for information purposes
led to the following problems: (1) resistance and rejection of
criticism by subordinates, (2) damage to superior-subordinate
relationship as a result of negative criticisms, and (3)
interpersonal difficulties in conducting appraisal interviews.
Many authorities found that the utilization of
appraisal systems for motivational reasons had unfavorable
results on the subordinate. However, it was found that the
question of whether appraisal systems should be utilized for
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informational and motivational purposes was controversial among
many of the leading authors. In addition, three case studies
made at the General Electric Company were examined to evaluate
that organization's existing appraisal system and to test a
new work planning and review system. The conclusions of these
studies tended to validate research findings previously noted
weaknesses of conventional appraisal systems and to support the
implementation of a system of appraisal based on results.
Chapter III was devoted to an analysis of appraisal-by-
results. Appraisal-by-results was found to be an integral
part of the managerial concept of management-by-objectives.
Manageinent-by~objectives functions are based on the concept of
mutually established goals set by superior and subordinate.
The subordinate is then appraised having been evaluated on the
basis of his accomplishments of these mutually agreed upon
goals. Premises found necessary to implement an appfaisal-by-
results system were: (1) succession of specific goals, (2)
freedom of action, (3) verifiable results, and (4) individual
accountability. The steps involved in an appraisal-by-recults
system are; (1) mutual determination by superior and
subordinate of the subordinate's job responsibilities, (2)
mutual development of long and short-term goals, and (3)
continuous reappraisal of performance accomplishments and re-
evaluation of goals and objectives. One of the more difficult
tasks found in establishing a results system was the
quantifying and qualifying of functional tasks. Most experts
agree, however, that although difficult, the qualifying and
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quantifying of functional tasks is practical and feasible.
Appraisal-by-results was also found to be influenced by many
assumptions concerning human behavior, which have profound
•implif ications on a system of this nature.
Chapter III contains a list of eleven assumptions
which Likert considered as warranting understanding and
acceptance by management. Advantages to be gained from an
appraisal~by-results system were: (1) avoidance of vagueness,
(2) avoidance of subjective evaluations, (3) enhanced
organizational goal congruence, (4-) increased benefits to the
individual such as: knowing where he stands, increased self-
actualization and an encouragement of initiative, (5)
appraisal-by-results provides an emphasis on the future rather
than the past, and (6) appraisal-by-results identifies and aids
in the prevention of managerial obsolescence. Weaknesses in
an appraisal-by-results system were found to be: (1) "halo"
and "horns" eff ect--i.e. , stereotyping and being supercritical;
(2) failure of appraisal~by-results to Identify potential;
(3) uncertainty concerning the underlying human behavioral
assumptions j (4) tendency to over-stress results; (5) great
length of time involved in establishing such a system; (6)
difficulty in quantifying all results; (7) problems involved
with the interdependence of goals; (8) inaccuracy and
difficulty in the establishment of objectives and goals. In
Chapter III it was concluded on the basis -of an evaluation that
a combination approach—combining conventional appraisal with
a results appraisal—vras possible but difficult.
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In Chapter IV an analysis of the Marine Corps appraisal
system was made. The Marine Corps appraisal instrument, the
fitness report, was found to serve three purposes: (1)
providing a continuous record of the officer's service to the
Marine Corps, (2) aiding in the determination of officer duty-
assignments, and (3) aiding in the determination of an
officer's qualification to the next higher grade. The Marine
Corps fitness report is a conventional measurement device based
primarily on character traits evaluation. The fitness report
is not utilized as a management tool and does not provide
feedback to the subordinate except in the case of a marginal
or unsatisfactory appraisal. Counseling is considered by the
Marine Corps to be inherent in leadership. The Marine Corps
fitness report is not designed as a feedback device, or a
counseling tool, since Marine Corps regulations prohibit
showing it to the appralsee ("no show policy") except in the
cases mentioned above. The "no show policy" was instituted in
the Marine Corps in 1959 to reduce inflated marking, and in an
attempt to obtain a more realistic appraisal of the subordinate
However, percentage data tables presented in this chapter
indicate that a high degree of marking inflation still existed
in all officer ranks from 1959 to 1969. Weaknesses found in
the Marine Corps appraisal system were similar to those
associated with other conventional systems. The Marine Corps
is developing a fully automated fitness reporting system to be
implemented in fiscal year 1972. Although the newly proposed
system is a vast improvement, mechanically, over the present
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system, the concept of appraisal will remain unchanged.
In Chapter V, the feasibility of the application of
management-by-objectives into the Marine Corps management
system was examined. Management-by-objectives and appraisal-
by-results are presently being practiced successfully in many
business organizations. Booze, Allen & Hamilton conducted a
study in 1968 to determine the feasibility of applying
performance standards techniques (raanagement-by-ob jectives) in
the Marine Corps. The major conclusions of this study were:
(1) the management environment at senior officer levels within
the Marine Corps meets the prerequisites for a successful
industrial performance standards techniques program, (2) at
senior officer levels, the application of performance
standards techniques is feasible, and (3) selective testing
will be required to determine the feasibility of applying
performance standards techniques at the junior officer level of
the Marine Corps. Weaknesses and potential drawbacks of
implementing a management-by-objectives system' in the Marine
Corps were identified as follows: (l) a great amount of
administrative workload is required to establish such a system,
(2) there is a need for education among officers in the use of
such a system, (3) time requirements for establishment are
great, (4) problems of relating performance standards
techniques to the Marine Corps fitness report, (5) lack of a
systematic officer development program, (6) frequent additional
unplanned duties and revisions of priorities imposed by higher
authorities, (7) frequent responses to outside influences and
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(8) the difficulty in quantifying goals and objectives,
particularly among combat organizations. Major weaknesses
found in the Booze, Allen & Hamilton study were: (1) failure
to identify and analyze major problems and assumptions
associated with management-by-objectives and appraisal-by-
results systems, (2) failure to emphasize the importance of
developing an appraisal system to complement the performance
standards program, and (3) failure of the study to utilize
Marine Corps combat arms in the analysis of the quantification
of tasks, goals, and objectives. Benefits to be derived by
such a system were, in general, the same as outlined in
Chapter III of this thesis.
1. The response to the primary research question:




modern. Marine ,, Corps?
The current Marine Corps appraisal system is not
intended nor designed to function as a management tool. Its
primary purposes are to aid the Marine Corps in considering
the officer for promotion and to aid in the selection of
personnel for assignment. In serving these purposes, it is
concluded that the current system does meet the needs of a
modern Marine Corps. If, however, it is decided that the
appraisal system is to function as a management tool, as a
part of an appraisal-by-results system, then it would fail in




2. The response to the first subsidiary question:
What is the current philosophy on personnel appraisal
.
£arj^cjU^xil~^_^
The current philosophy on personnel appraisal has
evolved from the conventional traits approach and mathematical
approach to a present concept of "appraisal-by-results" or
variations of this concept (Chapter II). There are many
authors who oppose this system because of its complexity and
uncertainty, and therefore, still cling to the conventional
traits approach. Appraisal-by-results is the only current
appraisal philosophy offering new approaches to the resolution
of this age-old problem. It is considered that the appraisal-
by-results system, or variations thereof, could be utilized
at all levels of management (Chapter III).
3. The response to the second subsidiary question:
Does_.
rr
the_, appraisal system provide the Marine^ Corps^ with an
effective managerial tool, for aiding,- in the development of
company and field grade' officers (Second Lieutenants-Lieutenant
Colonels) ?
The Marine Corps fitness report is not designed as a
managerial tool for aiding in the development of company and
field grade officers. It is not shown to the officer except
in the case of marginal or unsatisfactory performance. The
fitness report does not, therefore, provide feedback to the
average or better officer (Chapters IV and V).
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4. The response to the third subsidiary question:.
.Does it -provide the Marine, Corps with anef fee tive vehicle., for
aiding promotion boards, in selecting, off icers for the no
;hlgher grade ?
In its present form, the Marine Corps fitness report,
coupled with other factors such as: age of the officer,
education of the officer, type of professional experience, and
combat record, does effectively aid Marine Corps promotion
boards in the selection of officers for the next higher rank
(Chapter IV).
5. The response to the fourth subsidiary question:
Jte^hjs^pprjiJ^
Marine Corps in -personnel assignment ?
The Marine Corps fitness report does appear to provide
the personnel assignment officer with an effective instrument
for aiding in the assignment of officers. The primary problem
in personnel assignment in the Marine Corps seeras to be not the
appraisal instrument utilized, but the small number of officer
assignment monitors charged with the responsibility of
personnel assignment within each assignment section (Chapter
IV) e
6. The response to the fifth subsidiary question:
How does the Marine Corps officer appraisal system environment
compare with modern business organizations? Further, does a
basis for comparison exist, and if so, where? .
Recent studies conducted by highly competent and
reputable management consultants have concluded that the senior
levels of the Marine Corps can be favorably compared to modern
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business organizations (Chapter V). However, the research
conducted by this writer does not substantiate that ample
factual proof of such comparisons have been presented to the
Marine Corps. This lack of proof is especially apparent in
the comparison of industry with the Marine Corps combat arras.
7. The response to the sixth subsidiary question:
J2HlJlJ2PIIfiLsj|^^ in tegrate d into the
Marine Corps appraisal system?
It is the conclusion of studies conducted by Booze,
Allen & Hamilton that the integration of a performance standards
techniques program (management-by-objectives ) in the Marine
Corps is feasible. Since evidence points to the fact that an
appraisal-by-results system is necessary to effectively
implement the management-by-objectives system, these studies
tend to confirm that an appraisal-by-results system can be
successfully integrated into the Marine Corps appraisal system
(Chapter V). Based on the information presented in Chapters
III, IV, and V, it is concluded that a modified form of
appraisal-by-results can be integrated in the Marine Corps
system. The implementation of such a system, however, would
tend to support the idea that the present fitness report,
suitably modified, would serve as the primary management tool
for appraisal counseling. Should it be determined that this
added purpose administratively conflicts with the stated
purposes of the current system (i.e., promotion and personnel
assignment), it is acknowledged that the requirement for a.n
appraisal counseling device would be generated by the
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implementation of an appraisal-by
-results system.
Recommendations
1. That until an effective management-=by-ob jectives
and appralsal-by-results system is integrated into the Marine
Corps management system, the present "no show" philosophy now
practiced by the Marine Corps be continued in the grades of
Major and above.
2. That a "show" policy be utilized in the officer
grades below Major.
3. That the proposed automated fitness report be
modified to include a column for forcing evaluating. officers to
rank their distribution of rated officers by grade, in a
numerical sequence, and regardless of assigned mark. And,
further, that a cumulative percentage of relative standing,
based on the officers rating from fitness report to fitness
report, be computed and printed out on the master brief sheets.
This procedure would put inflated marks in proper perspective
and give a realistic appraisal of where an officer actually
stands in relationship with his peers. (See Appendix B,
Figure 12 for a sample of such a proposal.)
Thus, an officer rated "outstanding" during a particular
marking period could, by virtue of the forced rating of item
14(a), Appendix B, Figure 12, be marked as six out of twelve or
in the middle percentile of this peer group. This would
deflate an inflated fitness report and put the rating of the
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individual in proper perspective. 1 It would appear that the
addition of this procedure would be of great value to the
output user. The computer should be able to convert the above
14(a) and 14(c) information to a single percentile score.
One major problem would be the mechanical computation involved
to provide the current system with any sort of historical
base
.
4. That a modified formal appraisal~by-results
counseling system be evaluated on a pilot basis in conjunction
with the current fitness report system. This system should be
based on a formal counseling sheet shown to the subordinate by
the superior on at least a quarterly basis. This sheet could
be a summary check list of characteristics or performance
areas to be discussed. Some areas for discussion would be
mandatory; others could be added at the discretion of the
rating officer. This sheet would not reflect any observations,
criticisms, and conclusions on the part of the superior. It
would provide a basis for preparation of the semi-annual and
annual reports. Information reported on the formal fitness
report would be based on prior interviews and, as such, there
i
-"-There is little doubt that such a system would take
the "starch" out of inflated marking. What effect learning
that one is only rated average with an outstanding fitness
report would have on an individual is certainly an interesting
question to be considered. This writer has reason to believe
that such extremes would be rare, and the long-range value of
such information would be great.
^Paul J. Thompson and Gene W. Dal ton, "Performance
Appraisal: Manager's Beware," Harvard
_
Business Review
(January-February, 1970), 155. There are some authors who
believe that comparative ranking of subordinates is a deflating
experience having a disruptive effect on their performance and
a negative effect on their self-esteem.
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should be no surprises to the subordinate. A copy of this
report would be forwarded to Headquarters, Marine Corps, and
would be retained for as long as deemed necessary. It would
be signed by both the senior and subordinate.
5. That a detailed follow-up study be conducted to
reduce some of the ambiguities and generalities noted in
previous studies of potential performance standards techniques
programs. This follow-up should be done prior to developing
a pilot program,
6. That consideration be given to the elimination or
revision of character trait ratings from the Marine Corps
fitness report system. If traits are utilized, they should be
verifiable and as concrete and as objective as possible.
"Personal appearance, " "physical condition" (based on physical
readiness tests by score), "v?riting ability," and "speaking
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The purpose of this group project paper is to conduct an
examination of the principles of "management by objectives/' and
to determine what applicability there is to the military
environment.
This will be accomplished by briefly examining the
historical background of "management by objectives," followed by
an examination of its conceptual framework and its applicability
to modern general management. Finally, this paper will analyze
the application of "management by objectives" to both the macro-
environment end the micro- environment within the military.
Over the years, "management by objectives" has come to
mean different things to different people. It has been described
by seme as the "total concept" approacJi to management. Others
see it as providing a new type of dynamism necessary to create
an integrated operation which is greater than the sum of its
parts. Peter Drucker, for example, has stated;
Management is not just a creature of the economy, it is a
creator as well. And only to the extent to which it masters
the economic circumstances, and alters -them by conscious,
directed action, does it really managed To manage a business
means, therefore, to man ag e by o b j e c t i v e s
^
•'-peter F. Drucker, The Prac tice of Management (New York:




The 'concept is a total approach to i nagement--a way
of thinking about" manag t in its overall aspects. Its
characteristics may be stated as follows:
1. It is a system for making organizations work, for
increasing the vitality and commitment of the people involved.
2, By its statement of objectives, it helps to insure
that those involved know what is expected of them, what is to be
accomplished, and how it is to be measured.
5. It is applicable to all types of personnel,
professional and managerial, 15ne and staff, from the top
executive down to the first line supervisors.
4. It attempts to see management as a totality.
1
George 3. Odiorne defines "management- by objectives" as;
The system of management by objectives can be described
as a process whereby the superior and subordinate man* gers
of an organization jointly identify its common goals, define
each individual's major areas of responsibility in terms of
the results expected of him, and use these as guides for
operating the unit and assessing the contributions of each
of its members .2
This paper is organized into four chapters. Chapter I
explores the historical development of "management by objectives."
Chapter II details the framework of the concept and explores ita
applicability to general management, concluding with analysis of
the operational process. Chapter III examines the macro- and
micro-military environments, and how management by objectives
can be, or has been, effectively applied to these settings.
Edward Young Holt, Jr., "Uanegement by Objectives"
unpublished student thesis, The George Washington University,
Washington, D.C. 19oG, p. 43.
^George S. Odiorne, Management by Objectives; A Sy stem




Chapter IV contains the summary and conclusions.
The sources of information used in this paper were: (1)
reference material, (2) sum 'total of group personal experience,
(5) information from class lectures.

!CHAPTER I
HISTORI C AL DEVELO PM i >NT
Ne eds
Over the years, the increased technological and
educational development of our society has added new dimensions
to the complexities found in human behavior and industrial
problem solving. These new and varied complexities have begun
to surpass the abilities of present day management to effectively
cope with the/a, using past problem solving methods.
Although the principles and procedures found in the
concept of "management by objectives," are applicable to
organizations of all sizes and complexities, their value appears
to increase as the size and complexity of the organization
increases. Organizations with the greatest gap between top
management and subordinate working units have inherently the
greatest problems in achieving units of purpose and overall
goal congruence.
The achievement of goal congruence between organization
headquarters and subordinate units is an absolute must if the
organization as a whole is to survive. An industrialist and
author has stated: "The division exists not to earn a profit




business . "^ '
Since, "management by objectives" is a total concept not
found in other methods, it would appear that its applicability
could be established in any size organizational entity regardless
of complexity.
One of the needs voiced by both line and staff people
is, "... a clarification of aims of the company. Only then
do they say they will have a better sense of the direction they
are to take in their day-to-day employee) contacts, "2
Therefore, regardless of what phrase is used to describe
the method, i.e., "management for results," "management b,y
objectives," etc., it is the basic assumption of this paper
that there exists in industry and the military a need for a total
concept to aid in the development of overall goal congruance.
B^-SL^ground
"Management by objectives" is not a recent idea. In
fact Henri Fayol in 1961 wrote:
The maxim, managing means looking ahead, " gives some
idea of the importance attached to planning in the business
•1-Howard C. Greer, "Division Prof it 'Calculation - Notes
on the Transfer Price Problem," Contemporary I ssues in Co at
Accounting;
_
A Disc ipline in Transition, ed. by Hector Anton
and peter A. Pirmin (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966),
p. 290.
James J. Bambrick, "The Setting of Company Objectives in
Employee Relations," Advanced Management (January, 1960), p. 16.
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world, and it is true that if foresight is not the whole of
management at least it's an essential part of it. To foresee,
in this context, means both to assess the future and make
provision for it; that i,s, foreseeing is itself action already
. . . The plan of action is, at one and the same time, the
result envisaged, the line of action to be followed, the
stages to go through, and methods to use «, . . The preparation
of the plan of action is one of the most difficult and more
important matters of every business and brings into play all
departments and all functions, especially the management
function.^
Other
. industrial greats of prior years who used less
scientific but effective variations of management bv objectives
were: Henry Ford, Adolph Ochs, Andrew Carnegie, and Cornelius
Vanderbilt. All these men established clearly defined objectives
by which all efforts were measured. 2 in addition, over the years
the Westinghouse Electric Corporation has been one of the leaders
in the utilization of management by objectives.
The basis for the use of "management by objectives" in
the military has been clearly established over the years. Dr.
Luther G-ulick stated that one of the most important managerial
lessons learned from WWII was that "a clear statement of purpose
universally understood is the outstanding guarantee of effective
Henri Payol, General and Industri al -Management (New
York: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 19 49), pp. 45- 44.
^Robert H. Schaeffer, "Management by Total Objectives",
Management Bulletin §-?, (New York: American Management
Association, 1964), p. 1.
^Holt, Management by Ob jectives, p. 7.
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administration n l and further:
On this point military administration taught us a real
lesson. With minor exceptions, no activity' was initiated
by the military without a clear definition, a definition
cast in terms of purpose, timing, and resources; no
organizational unit was set up without a statement of its
mission. The success or failure of any man or any venture
was measured against this specific statement of objectives
and methods. In administration, God helps those
administrators who have clearly defined mission, and thus
the beginning of authority commensurate with their
responsibility .
2
The term "management by objectives" was first used
by Peter F. Drucker, in 1954, in his book The- Frrctice of
Management . Drucker not only provided a detailed description
of the system as he observed it, but presented a rationale for
its use. 3 The foundation was thus established, in 1954, for
the further development of what must be considered the most
important break through in the field of management in many years.
1Luther Grulick, Administrative Reflections from vr.VII
(University of Alabama Press, 1943), p. 77.
2Ibid., p. 73.
°Holt, Management by Objectives
, p. 8.

C: j AFTER II
CONCEIT AND PROCEDURES
Cop c ep tu a 1 Framo wo rk1
"Management by objectives" works through the
organizational hierarchy and utilizes the formal organization
and goals.
This management technique sets object-ives for managers
and measures their achievement by establishing major goals and
their supporting sub-goals and a priority system. The goals
provide a positive means for measuring progress.
Risks are assigned to all leaders and performance is
measured in terms of results rather than personalities. All
leaders must face the risk of failure or success, while the
goals provide an impersonal measure of performance.
"Management by objectives" is applicable to first line
supervisors and up, but only limitedly to individual workers.
Application t o Gen eral Management 2
This system measures the true contribution of the
participants to organizational goals. It provides a measure





of quantity as v/ell as quality, by showing what has been
accomplished' by comparison with a specific beginning snd end.
Coordinated teamwork and effort is obtained without
eliminating risk and initiative. The goal hierarchy coordinates
all activities, and the individual goals provide the lure of
success and rewards.
Areas of responsibilities, including joint areas, are
readily defined. Joint responsibilities are divided into
specific areas of responsibility.
Goal congruance is promoted. The individual's goals
are success and reward and can be achieved only by accomplishing
the organization's goals.
Personality appraisals are eliminated. Personalities
and potential are not used to measure the work results. Goal
accomplishment is the only acceptable measurement.
Each manager's span of control is usually enlarged without
decreasing specific control of each subordinate. Busy-work is
minimized by substituting management work.
A method for the allocation of bonuses or salary
increases is provided. "Results" are readily identified and
measured to justify rewards. Meritorious if/ork is more easily
proven and salary increases justified by a greater contribution
toward the organization's goals.
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The "]..> n u gement by Objectives" Cyc le1 (See Chart #1
)
Step 1 : "The common goals of the organization and the
measures of organizational performance are determined. Goals
and measures of performance work from the top down, and are
determined at each level for that level, only.
Step 8: The organizational structure is revised to fit
the goals. The measures of performance are tailored to each
unit and its associated goals.
Step 5; Separately, the superior and subordinate- set
down their desired goals and measures of performance for the
subordinate's job. See Chart #2 for a model of the goal-
selecting process.
Step 4 : Jointly, superior and subordinate discuss,
compromise, and agree on the goals and the measures of
performance for the subordinate's job. The participants also
provide feed-back to the organization's goals and measures of
performance
.
Step 5; Interim measures of performance are checked
by the superior, as previously agreed to by the subordinate, as
each milestone is reached. All goals are reviewed and
inappropriate ones are eliminated. The subordinate's
development and training is reviewed and supplemented as




are discussed as desired.
Step 6: Periodically, s cumulative review is made of
the subordinate's results in achieving his goals. The
subordinate's "Results" are formally evaluated along with his
development and training accomplishments.
Step 7 : Organization performance is reviewed
periodically to determine if its goals snd structure should
be modified.
The cycle repeats itself.
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Source: George 5, Odiorne, Management By Objectives: A System of Managerial Leadership




































































































































































In order to determine the applicability of "management
by objectives" to the macro-military setting, it is first
necessary to establish the management environment at this level.
The efficient allocation of resources- has become the
core problem for the military, and the principal objective of
ton management in the Defense Department (DOD). Historically,
little attempt has been made to apply economic theory to the
management of military resources. This situation probably
resulted from the small proportion of national resources
formerly allocated to the military, except in periods of war.
With the prospect of United Stat as military expenditures
continuing at 10 per cent or more of our gross national product
in the foreseeable future, the efficient use of the very large
resources involved ha.3 become a matter of primary importance.
The efficient use of our military resources is a special problem
because there are no built-in mechanisms like those in the
private sector of the economy, which lead to greater efficiency.
Within government, there is neither a price mechanism to evaluate




organizations to carry out each function at minimum cost.
The elements of the military problem of economic choice
are considered to be the following:
*•• An objective or objectives. What military or other
national aim or aims are we trying to accomplish with the forces,
equipments, projects or factors currently being considered?
^' /Vl
t
^rn at iv e' . By what alternative forces, equipments,
projects, factors may the objective by accomplished?
<->• pp.3 ^ 1? .pr resources used . What costs are incurred or
resources used by each alternative method considered for
accomplishment of the objective?
4* A mo d e 1 o r mo d eIs. The use of abstract representations
of reality which help to perceive significant relations in* the
real world and by manipulation, predict others.
5. A criterion. This is a test which permits the choice
of one alternative over another.
1
The optimal system is the one which yields the greatest
excess of objectives over cost or resources used. However, this
ideal solution is seldom a practical possibility in military
problems since objectives and costs usually have no common
measure. In most cases, the military must be content with
calculating an efficient rather than an optimal solution. This
is contrary to the profit maximization criteria in industry.
Since an analysis in terms of objectives and costs is
seldom feasible, the military frequently adopts a "requirements"
approach. The military staffs address a problem, draft a. plan
which appears to solve the problem and then determine
requirements from the plan. The feasibility of the plan is
1Hitch, Charles J. and McKean, Roland N., The Sconomic;
of Defen se in the Nuclear Age
,




then checked to determine if the weapons system can do the job
and whether the necessary money can be obtained. In many cases
"requirements" are based on need alone, with little attention to
alternative programs and costs.
Another approach common to the military problem is the
"priorities" approach, in which the decision items are ranked
according to the degree of need. The "priorities" approach does
not solve the allocation problem because it does not reveal how
much should be spent on particular items.
At the DOD level, Hitch and McKean classify military
economic decisions as:
Operations decisions (strategy and tactics);
Procurement or force composition decisions; and
Research and development decisions.!
The basic differences between the kinds of decisions are
attributable to the different time spans between the point of
decision and the manifestation of the decision. For example,
the operations decisions affect capability in the immediate
future. A procurement decision may not affect capability for
several years while research and development decisions will tend
to affect capabilities at a still later date.
Difficulties in making these decisions can be seen quite




in 1969 can be evaluated in the context of 1969. However, to
evaluate the effect of a decision, in 1969, to develop a new
weapon may require projecting the context to 1979. Such analyses
are uncertain and since they are based on long range forecasting,
they are open to much criticism as to whether they will satisfy
the long range objectives.
There are many diverse views within government as to the
national objectives. This variance in views further permeates
the Defense Department at the level of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (03D), which when taken in conjunction with
the political realities of the situation, makes the establishment
of goal congruan.ee extremely difficult. Yet it must be
acknowledged that the subordinate managers (the Services) do
have a voice in setting their own objectives and do participate
in the goal-setting r^ocess. Further, within each Service
headquarters, the majority of the managers understand the
relationship of their own division objectives to the broader
objectives of the Service. Peter Drucker suggested objectives
be supplied to "every area where performance and results
directly and vitally affect the survival and prosperity of the
business."! In conformance with this concept, at Service
headquarters, vital issues and goals are handled in the manner
•*-peter F. Drucker, Th e practice of Management (New York:





The goals of individual military units are more stable
than those of the Services or 03D. /mother positive factor is
that similar units have similar military and management goals,
which permits the highly fluid supervisory personnal to move in
and out of the organization with minimum disruption. This
stability and continuity provides a good basis of understanding
and a more compatible framework within which to apply "management
by objectives."
The unit command and his subordinates share a wide range
of similar experiences and a broadly similar outlook end point of
view, and have a generally agreed opinion as to the overall goals
and objectives of the organization. This basic broad agreement
does not, however, mean that "management by objectives" is
normally practiced nor easily implemented at the unit level. As
a ma.tter of fact, the very homogeneity which is so beneficial in
many situations, works against "management by objectives * " Each
level of supervision tends to take the others for granted, and
assumes that purposes and objectives are so clear that no precise
enunciation of goals or specific agreement are necessary. This
leads to a reluctance to sit down to a goal congrua.nce session.
Participants feel that the time is wasted, the process is somewhat
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demeaning, send it may in some way tread on their Military
prerogatives
.
The use of "management by objectives" cannot be
automatically instituted within a military unit because some
basic changes are required. The most necessary change and the
fundamental requirement for the installation of this process is
the establishment of a wide range of truly open, two way
communications. Joint agreement on subordinate goals and
accurate and useful feedback, which are the essentials of the
process, depend entirely on the exi stance of these communications
channels. This necessitates a rethinking of traditional roles
and attitudes on the part of all the participants in the
management process, particularly those in the top jobs.
All levels of management must realize that the best
interests of the organization, and of the individuals within it,
can best be acnieved through open and thorough preparation. The
time spent on goal congruance must come to be considered a vital
part of the management process.
In addition to improved organizational performance,
".management by objectives" is used as a measure of individual
performance 6 In the military, the individual is evaluated in
a highly stylized format but the use of the procedure is left
in large measure to individual interpretation. In this area,
the openness of communications and goal congruance associated
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with the overall management by objectives process can be applied
with great benefit. Again, the similarities between participants
have tended to overshadow tne differing concepts and points of
view caused by differences in age, length of service, and',
different vantage points within the organization.
Further, in the military, as contrasted to civilian
management, performance evaluations are made on the basis of
relatively short periods of close contact between the grader
and the graded. The conceptual framework of -management by
objectives is particularly applicable to this facet of the
military situation, because it is designed to break down overall
goals into manageable short-term increments. Properly applied,
the process can become a mutual educational experience,
providing the commander with a greater insight into the
problems and complexities of his unit, and the subordinate
with a greater measure of participation and control over his





"Management by objectives" is a system that attempts to
view management in totality. The manager is portrayed as a
creator who has to master circumstances. It is a process which
coordinates the aims of the manager with the -goals of the
organization, defines responsibilities, measures results, assesses
the contribution of each manager, and rewards him accordingly.
This management philosophy has evolved as an attempt to
harness the complex situations and organizations required by the
giant strides being ma.de in the technological fields. The
management philosophies used during the first half of the 20th
Century were not able to master these new complexities.
The need for such a system was recognized as early as
1916 by Henry Fayol. The basic principles of setting objectives
were practiced in the United States, by industrial magnates such
as Henry Ford, Andrew Carnegie and others. The system of
"management by objectives" was formalized in 1954 by Peter Drucker,
Goal congruance and reinforcement should be a major
objective of an organization. To survive and prosper, an




lead to the 'accomplishment of the individual's desires.
The central concept of this management technique is the
goal hierarchy which coordinates all activities. Organizational
sub-goals provide the lure of success and reward for members of
the organization. The process cycles down from the top through
each manager and back up again, culminating in a measurement of
organizational and individual performance and an analysis of
necessary changes to the organizational objectives and/or
structure.
There are problems affecting the application of the
"management by objectives" process to military management. At
the DOD level, 'lie environment resists the establishment of a
definitive long-term goal hierarchy. Objectives and the
availability of economic resources change with the world and
national political situation. Thus, military management , at this
level, is essentially pragmatic and seeks "acceptable" solutions,
within the constraints of the requirements and priorities of
the moment
.
At Service headquarters, the objectives are more stable,
especially in sensitive or critical areas of operations.
In individual military units, there is a strong
orientation toward the mission of the unit. This is supported
by the common training and background of unit personnel. These
factors provide a foundation for using this system. However,
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the "management by objectives" system is not normally used in
operating units because the assumption is frequently made that
the unit objectives -and performance criteria are common knowledge.
This is reinforced by the -formal restrictive communication process
The need for a formal process of goal congruence is nut perceived.
Conclusions
Is "management by objectives" applicable to the military
environment?
The conclusions of this group are that;
1. Its application is extremely difficult in the volatile
atmo sphere of the DOD level env i ronment
,
2. It could be beneficially applied to the more stable
operations at Service headquarters.
3. Its application to individual military units could
be readily implemented and would return the greatest dividend.

APPENDIX B
MISCELLANEOUS MARINE CORPS REPORTS, SHEETS, CARDS, AND DOCUMENTS
DIRECTLY REMTED TO THE MARINE CORPS FITNESS REPORT SYSTEM
List of Illustrations
—m— Minimi wimwaiBia. -iwi^mjJwwwww»—cum
Figure
1. Officer Fitness Report Brief—NAVMO HQ 477 .
2. Personnel History Card (1070)— NAVMC HQ 472
3. Master Brief Sheet (1400)—NAVMO HQ 466.
4. Fitness Report Coding Sheet—NAVMO HQ 465
5. Sample Lieutenant's Fitness Report . . .
6. Sample Captain's Fitness Report. ....
7. Sample Captain's Fitness Report. ....
8. Sample Major's Fitness Report. .....
9. Proposed Source Automated Fitness Report .












11. Sample Block from Proposed SDA Fitness
Report Showing Recommended Forced
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Master Brief Sheet (Left Half) _
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Master Brief Sheet (Right Half)j
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Fitness Report Coding Sheet (Right Half)
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FIGURE
Sample Major's Fitness Report (Back
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NOTE : This sample reduced to 8" x 10%"; the actual
form will be produced in case file size (8^" x 11").
FIGURE 9
Proposed Source Automated Fitness Report (Front)
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CBWr^AL INSTRUCTIONS
1. This fona is designed for use with optical character recognition (OCR) equipment.
Do not fold or Mutilate. Section A rust be prepared by typev«rriter using a USA5I Type
A standard character set for OCR. Typing must be double-spaced, in correct aligraserst
and in capital letters. When an OCR typewriter is not available use the Alternate
Section A above© Section B isust be completed in black ink or black felt pen. Each
completed block must be at least 75% filled and it boundaries not traversed.







Not Observed - Insufficient opportunity to evaluata.
Unsatisfactory - Belov tainimuse standards.
Below Average - Satisfactory up to a ainiraura standard*
Average - Qualified to the generally accepted standard*
Above Average - High qual ified«
b.
Excellent - Qualified to degree seldom achieved by others of grade,,
Outstanding - One of the clearly superior individuals of his grade
known to the reporting eenior.
PiaURE 9
Proposed Source Automated Fitness Report (Back)
Definitions of traits listed in Item 13:
ENDURANCE ( Physical and mental ability tin rawing on under fatiguing conditions)
PERSONA!. APPEARANCE (I he trail of habitually appearing neat, smart, ami well-groomed in uniform 01 civilian altirc)
MILITARY PRESENCE (The quality of maintaining appropriate dignity and soldierly hearing)
ATTENTION TO DUTY (Industry- the trail of ico'kinr thoroughly and conscientiously
)
COOPERATION (The faculty of(forking in harmony with others, military and eilllian)
INITIATIVE (The trait of taking necessary or approprialt action or, own responsibility)
JUDGMENT ( I he ability le think clearly and arrive til logical conclusions)
PRESENCE Of MIND ( 7 he abilit) to think and in I prompt!) and efeetively in an unexpet led erneigi ncy oi nd, i greol strain)
FORCE (The family of carrying Mil with energy nod resolution that which is believed to he reasonable, nghl 01 duty)
LEADERSHIP ('I he capacity to direct, control, and influence others and Mill maintain high morales
LOYALTY (I he quality of rendering faithful and willing service, and unsuerving allegiance under any and all circumstances)
PERSONAL RELATIONS (h acuity for establishing and maintaining cordial relations u ilh military and ri: i/ian associates)
ECONOMY IN MANAGEMENT (Tfjectue utilization of men, money and materials)
2. Supplementary pages aay be attached if necessary to provide additional information
including amplification of Section C* Such pages mist include the naae and identification
nusber of the Marine reported on, the period and occasion of the roporfc* She itea nuaber
or section being amplified, and the signature of the reporting senior. All eueh pagea
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Tab A {Tabular Summary of Fitness Report Changes}
Item No.
Old SPA. Descriptio n
Embossed Plate Impressions
Program No. : AFR





3 le Primary MOS
3 Additional MOS's
2 5a Monitored Command Code -CMCO
'2b Reporting Unit Code -CRUO
2 2c Organization
1SB 3 Organized Reserve Drills
S Ma Period Covered: From
S .. Ma . To
S Number of Months .
M Mb Occasion
D Mc Type -CCombat/ Joint Staff!
L, Md Periods of Nonavailability
Regular Duti es.
i
? Sa 1st - Descriptive Title
7 Sb Number of Months
Sc T/0 Number
£d Line Number
? So Duty MOS
156
Format Collect
Old SDA Old SJ)_A
X x X X
X X X









X X X X
X X X
X X















] t em No . I o rtnat Co .1 1 e
c
'c
Ola SJ) A Description * Old SPA Old SPA
7 ba Ed '- Descriptive Title
7 bb Number of flonths
be T/0 Number
bd Line Number
7 be Puty HOS*
"HC3I1C USE ONLY" Blocks
7B Additional Duties x
7B 7 Marksmanship Qualifications x x x x
78 fi GySgt Promotion Preference x x x
Dependents Requiring Transportation :
T Age-i Relationship x
la Number
Tj ' Location Code
Tc Address
10 IQa Duty Preference Codes
-C3>
ID 10b Descriptive Titles -C3>
Reporting Senior's :
11a Service Number/SSAN
11 lib Grade .
11 lie Service
11 lid Name
IB lid- Duty Assignment
"i Performance : •











Ibb 12b Additional Duties x
lbc 12c Administrative Duties ; x
-


























Ibd IBd . Handling Officers
lt>e it?e Handling Enlisted Personnel
lL>f 12f Training Personnel
1kg 12g Tactical Handling of Troops
• Traits :
17a 13a Endurance
17b 13b Personal Appearance
17c 13c Military Presence
















lMa Iba Commendatory Report
1Mb lbb Adverse Report
IMc lLc Disciplinary Report
DO
X X X X
X X X








t^[ SDA ' ription Old Sj)_A Old
Degree of Observation x x x
NCO Qualified for Promotion x x \ x
Recommendations for Assignment x
Concurrence with Duty Preference x x
Promotion/Assignment Flag x x
Amplifying Comments x x
Authentication :
- 21 Signature of Marine Reported On x x
E 2B Reporting Senior's Certification x x
F 23 Referral -CUhen Required! x x
G 5M Reviewing Officer's Section x x
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Sample Block From Proposed 3DA Fitness Report


















in industry as com-
pared to the appraisal
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